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An Important Notice:
The PVMIRROR wants your views and
comments. Please send them by e-mail to:

avineberg@yahoo.com

PV Mirror es una publicación semanal. Certificados
de licitud de título y contenido en tramite. Prohibida
la reproducción total o parcial de su contenido,
imágenes y/o fotografías sin previa autorización por
escrito del editor.

NOTE:

To Advertisers & Contributors and those with public
interest announcements, the deadline for publication is:

2:00 pm on Monday of the
week prior to publication.

250 words max, full name,
street or e-mail address and/
or tel. number for verification
purposes only. If you do not
want your name published, we
will respect your wishes. Letters
& articles become the property
of the PVMIRROR and may be
edited and/or condensed for
publication. The articles in this
publication are provided for the
purpose of entertainment and
information only. The PV Mirror
City Paper does not accept
any responsibility or liability
for the content of the articles
on this site or reliance by any
person on the site’s contents.
Any reliance placed on such
information is therefore strictly
at such person’s own risk.

You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm
Welcome

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny
days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the
rainy season extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer,
raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter.
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to
its shores to lay their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism,
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture,
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon,
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely
accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes.
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port
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“Sunrise at the Marina”

By Cindy
Cocivera
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If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at
the maps on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in
the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown,
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help
you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.
Download their app in your smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time,
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc. North
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit
the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 15%-20% of the bill
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids,
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave,
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio),
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners. Better

yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from your
account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money at
your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa,
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in
the Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled
water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta.
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for
more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path.
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And
don’t worry - this is a safe place.
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Your Comments
avineberg@yahoo.com

Dear Editor,
Just had a pizza from Johnny’s on Mexico Ave., kitty corner from the
Buenaventura Hotel. This family owned small business makes a pizza
that is to die for, good and the price is hard to beat. Pepperoni, sausage,
mushroom and green olives, 170 pesos. Top quality. Wanted to share
our find with all the other snowbirds in town.
Cathie Currie

Dear Editor,

(See location number on Central Map)

OXXO stores have recently banned the use of plastic bags in all of
their stores in Mexico. This wonderful decision has been followed
here by many of the smaller stores who are not offering plastic bags
but rather, cloth bags. Indeed, Leys is selling cloth bags for 10 pesos.
I would love to see our community and our tourists continue this
process by decreasing the use of single use plastic bottles. I would
urge people to purchase thermos bottles, which keep drinks cold or hot,
whatever their choice. Hopefully, at some point, stores will provide
liquid refreshment from a dispenser without the liquid first being
bottled in plastic.

23

Finally, I want to compliment the Mirror for its whole page
advertisement of Intercam Bank’s annual cleanup of 19 Mexican
Beaches late last year. This is a terrific service to PV. You both should
be congratulated on your environmental efforts. Keep it up!
Mario Conte

Dear Editor (Allyna),
For the past few decades, my wife and I have returned to PV to
escape a few of the nasty months of Ottawa and enjoy the warmth of
the weather and the people of Vallarta. In the early years, I developed
a weakness for Arrachera Beef and tried many restaurants. Only one
has stood the time honoured test of time it seems!
Yesterday we ventured from the Marina to El Jacalito’s in Mismaloya.
It had been 2 years since my last visit (sounds like confession!) and I
was so pleased to find that they still served “The Best Arrachera Beef”
in PV, along with several other yummy dishes. I “steak” my Canadian
reputation on this! Reasonably priced and very tasty.
It’s a family run restaurant and Tomas Sr.,Tomas Jr. and Enaro will
surely make your visit a pleasure!
I must congratulate you and state that you and the PV Mirror have
also stood the test of time and continue to be a valuable insight into life
in Puerto Vallarta!
Jacques Schingh
Ottawa ON Canada
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At the Marsol Friday Market
by the Pier
Sherry Jackson

sherryvallarta@yahoo.com
The Marsol Market by the pier in old town,
located at the entrance to Los Muertos Pier,
103 Francisca Rodriguez, is a lively venue.
It is located in the lobby of the Marsol Hotel
with many vendors to choose from, a great
place to meet friends, have some coffee, pick
up some baked goods and check out the new
items each week.
The market has a longstanding reputation
here in Vallarta of being a friendly place to
take a Friday morning walk. And of course,
you can pick up a copy of the PV Mirror there
too! Let’s meet some of the vendors of Marsol.

How about Tony Lopez? He has one-of-akind dog collars and leashes, all handmade and
in beautiful rich colors, woven into intricate
designs. If you need a custom color or design,
he is happy to make that for you! Tony also
has silver dog pendants to adorn your perro’s
beautiful new collar. No dog? That’s ok! Stop
by and admire his hand carved marionettes.
They are beautifully made using cedar that
comes from outside Mexico City in Toluca.
They are truly a beautiful work of art and a
labor of love for his family.
Right next door to Tony you will find the
lovely Maria Belen. She has used her 17 years
of jewelry experience to create lovely and
unique pieces of .925 silver jewelry as well as

beaded items using pearls and natural stones.
Her style is whimsical yet wearable art for
everyday wear, as well as beautiful styles for
that fancy dinner on the town. You will want
to stop by and take a look at her popular table.

Then there’s Donna Halcone. She is always
interesting and fun to talk to, and she has a
lovely accent to listen to. Donna is originally
from Taranaki, New Zealand. She saw a need
for eco-friendly products here in Vallarta. She
has a deep concern for the environment and so
her business, Recover Food Wrap, was born.
Donna’s food wraps are made from 100%
cotton fabrics in lovely colors and patterns.
She covers them in a mixture of beeswax and
natural resin, creating wraps that are zerowaste and 100% compost friendly. Donna
loves sailing and the water and has been in the
bay area since April 2019. She travels from
Nayarit each week to bring her eco-friendly
products here to Vallarta.
These are just three of dozens of vendors who
can be found at the Marsol Market. We hope
you will stop by and visit the market by the pier
and get to know some of the vendors. We really
have a diverse community of people and each
one has a different background and story of
how they came to be doing what they do. Many
are passionate about a cause, many are helping
others and many are supporting families by
selling their wares at the market. You can find
us there each Friday from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
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River Café to host the Becas Breakfast
9:30 a.m. Wednesday, February 12

Cecilia
Uribe
Please join us on Wednesday,
February 12th, for a delicious breakfast
at the River Café and help local
students continue their education!
The over 250 Puerto Vallarta
students
receiving
a
Beca
(scholarship) depend on our

community to help meet the costs
of their continued studies.
We would like to introduce you to
Cecilia Uribe, one of our Becados.
She attended the last Becas
Breakfast in order to thank all of the
guests for their help in attaining her
University graduate degree.
Cecilia is now a licenciada in the
tourist industry!!
Please join us and help us “Change
Lives Through Education”! The
ticket price is $300 pesos and the
time is 9:30 a.m. There will be a
silent auction and donors have given
us many raffle prizes: FloArt flower
arrangement, Joe Jack’s, Flowers
To Go, Café San Angel, Cassandra
Shaw, June Rosen Lopez, Vallarta
Botanical Gardens and many others.
For tickets and further information
please call 221-5599. Thank you!
The River Café thanks you!

From Here
marciavallarta@gmail.com

Marcia Blondin

El Rio BBQ/Bar, out in Paso Ancho, hosted the “Soul Brothers”
last Saturday - the day of icy cold (well…) monsoon rain. Julio
Angeles, producer Merv Buchanan’s sound and light genius,
waited out the storm, and at 7 p.m., an hour before the tribute
to Dan Akroyd / John Belushi was to begin, officially declared,
“The show must go on.” And it did, to the delight of all of us who
made the trek out to El Rio. The real-life Dahl brothers, from
Ontario, danced and flirted with the audience, wowing everyone
with their antics and extraordinary high-energy show with great
vocals and stellar blues harmonica.
Next Saturday, February 1st, Johanna’s Band takes centerstage at El Rio with salsa, cumbia, and merengue guaranteed to
get you out of your seat and onto the dance floor. The city of
Vallarta hired Johanna’s Band last September 16th for the Malecon street
festivities after the “Grito” on Independence Day. It’s going to be a sellout!
Coming up at Incanto, January 31st and again February 1st, the third in a
series of the new Virtuosos de Camera musical feasts! This week stars Chicago
Symphony cellist, Grammy award winner Donald Moline; Rigoberto Mora on

classical guitar; Jean-Guy Comeau, piano; Flautist Klaus Liebetanz and Calgary
Philharmonic violinist Mary MacLachlan. Both shows at Incanto’s Theatre at
7 p.m., benefit the IAMPV (Instituto de Artes Musicales), the music school for
Vallarta’s children.
I had the distinct pleasure of having dinner twice with David Boz from Victoria,
B.C. David is the founder, producer, and participant in the annual free classical
music concerts at Our Lady Of Guadalupe church every January.
The first dinner, last week, was at No Se Nada downtown on Corona Street.
Owner Traci thanked me – tongue-in-cheek – for her overfilled resto on January
15th, the opening night of Arte Viviente, just a few blocks away.
She said folks poured into No Se Nada late and stayed and stayed.
On Sunday, we wedged ourselves into the last available table
at Coco Tropical to listen to Rodolfo, Vallarta’s blind tenor,
who performs every Sunday at the lovely beachside venue.
(Rodolfo had a solo and a duet with Kathy Overley at David
Boz’ classical concert at the church). David told me the concerts
have raised more than 100,000 pesos for the church over the years.
He is already excited about next year’s event, which might require
two nights. I will keep you informed!
Arte Viviente News: We keep on growing! Actually, there are
only ten spaces left for new members to join, depending on the
specialty. We have added “found art” sculptors / jewelry makers:
fascinating, organic pieces, Parota hardwood tables, and hand-painted thickglass-topped/wrought iron-base tables. You can commission our artists to make
something special for you. Come in and discuss it any time, any day, at Arte
Viviente between 11 a.m. and 8 p.m. at 800 Morelos at Pipila downtown.
Music is everywhere, get out and enjoy, From Here.
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Alexander Daoud

Is thrilled to share what’s new for 2020
from the GoldWell Conference in Vienna!

Suzanne Julian

Alexander Daoud was once again chosen to represent
Mexico / Puerto Vallarta at the renowned GoldWell Conference
in Vienna, Austria, in September. Over 3,500 hairdressers
from around the world attended the ten-day artistic world
event with hair professionals from around the world!
Each year, Alex travels to attend conferences that provide
new styles, techniques, products, and client experiences.
Highlights of this year’s World Artistic Event included the
premier of the GoldWell Color Zoom Collection, a mix of the
latest fashions and hair trends.
Alexander returned from Europe with a special hair line
that uses ammonia-free products for clients with allergies to
the ammonia-based products, as well as his new “Alexander
A Salon 2020 Collection” of techniques for coloring, cutting,
highlighting, and styling.

Alex is offering new products for dry and damaged hair
RICH REPAIR, for improving the condition of hair loss,
and for providing extra volume. In addition to the exclusive
GoldWell line, Alexander A Salon now proudly introduces
Paul Mitchell into his family of brands! Each of his products
is designed for the care and beauty of the hair.
The only hairstylist in Puerto Vallarta to use a highlighting
procedure that does not involve aluminum foils, Alexander
has perfected an innovative technique that is gentler on
the hair and allows the hair to breathe during the lightning
process. Foils cause the hair to heat during highlighting
and can cause split ends and additional damage to the hair.
The environmentally-friendly product he uses allows the
materials to be recycled.
Not to mention, the client looks like an orchid once the
highlighting process is complete, and she could be a stunt
double for Lady Gaga! Haha! Clients can’t help but laugh
at Alex for his sense of humor and fun as he turns his client’s
hair into what looks like a fantastic art project!
Alex is an expert with North American hair, and his
professional experience lies in the care and treatment
of thin, fine, and curly hair. Having trained extensively
in Germany and Italy over twenty-three years, Alex has
perfected his techniques to improve and rejuvenate even the
most challenging hair conditions. To this end, when clients
visit Alex, they are given two options before they leave:
“1. You love your hair; and 2. You love your hair.” Alex’s
mix of talent and humor are the ingredients for long-term
client relationships, and are what make a day at the Salon a
creative and entertaining experience!

Alexander Daoud is the owner/founder of Alexander A Salon, Plaza Marina Local F2 (next to the entrance to the Mega supermarket).
Open Monday through Saturday from 10am to 7pm. To learn more about Alexander A Salon or to make an appointment,
please call the salon at 322.221.1856 or (cell) 322.169.8111| Facebook: Alex Daoud | alexasalon4u@hotmail.com

www.pvhairsalon.com
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Take
a tour
Having fun in PV? Why not take a break from the beach and take a
Home Tour run by the International Friendship Club (IFC)? Wander
through some of the nicest homes in Puerto Vallarta, take lots of pictures
and get some ideas for decorating your own place. All of the homes that
the tours visit are architecturally unique; many of them have interesting
artwork on the walls, sculptures around the rooms and the pools and, in
many cases, stunning views of the Bay of Banderas.
The Home Tours run every Tuesday and Wednesday and it’s best to buy
the tickets a day or two before by clicking on www.ifctoursforvallarta.
com or visiting our office between 9 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. on Monday –
Friday. We are located upstairs at the northeast corner of the bridge where
Insurgentes crosses the River Cuale.
Our comfortable, air-conditioned buses, staffed by IFC’s knowledgeable
and interesting docents, leave the Sea Monkey Restaurant at 10:30 a.m.
You will visit three or four interesting homes in different areas of Puerto
Vallarta. Many of the homes are built on rocky ledges overlooking the
ocean or high up the mountainside. This means that it is often necessary for
our customers to walk on cobble streets and to climb quite a few stairs. The
experience is, however, well worth the effort. All profits from the Home
Tours are used to fund the IFC’s cleft palate program and to support more
than 20 charities in PV. They appreciate your support!

The universal language
John Warren

Many famous people opined
about the need for music. Frederick
Nietzsche said, “Without music,
life would be a mistake.” Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow wrote, “Music
is the universal language of mankind”,
and Maya Angelou mused, “Music
was my refuge. I could crawl into the
space between the notes and curl my
back to loneliness.”
The Vallarta Symphony Orchestra
helps satisfy the appetite for classical
music around the Banderas Bay. It is
part of the Instituto de Artes Musicales
Puerto Vallarta (IAM PV). It has
recently emerged from its previous
life as a “Chamber Orchestra” to its
present incarnation as a “Symphony
Orchestra”.
Daniel Oliveros, its
musical director, says that it now has
over fifty members.
Not only does the orchestra have a
new name, but it also has a new home
too. It now rehearses at the Gourmet

Station: the Culinary Arts Campus of the
University of Guadalajara, located at the
corner of Morelia and Francisco Villa.
The IAM PV has three distinct
parts: The Symphony Orchestra, the
Salty Paws Jazz Orchestra, and the
educational program at the Gourmet
Station, which includes an outreach
scholarship program for twenty-five
Mexican kids attending the Strings
Orchestra in the colonia Paso Ancho.
If you are an aficionado of classical
music, I suggest that you put the
following dates in your diary: January
31st and February 1st, 16th, 17th and 29th,
also March 22nd and 23rd.
On the first two dates, Grammy
Award-winning
cellist,
Donald
Moline, presents two evenings of
music at Incanto Theatre. He will be
accompanied by piano, harp, flute,
classical guitar. They will perform
music by Emmy Award-winning
composer John Kreitler, with a varied
and diverse program. Proceeds from
the tickets will benefit the IAM PV.

On the 15th and
16th of February, the
Symphony
Orchestra
will be performing at 7
p.m. each evening. The
first concert will be at
the American School
of Puerto Vallarta (129
Albatros in Marina
Vallarta), and on the
16th at Salon Paraiso
in
Nuevo
Vallarta
(besides Hospital San
Javier). The program includes Festive
Overture, Estancias by Ginastera, and
the Guitar Concerto “Aranjuez”. The
price of admission is 200 pesos adults,
and 80 pesos children and students.
On February 29th, at 6:30 p.m., the
IAM PV will be offering a fundraiser
concert at their new home - the
Gourmet Station. The music to be
played under the stars includes several
ensembles featuring students from the
school, orchestra members, and other
invited guests. Snacks included.

On March 22nd
and 23rd, we’ll
be able to enjoy
the last concerts
of the season for
the
Symphony
Orchestra,
with
guest
artist
Gustavo Ramos
performing
as
soloist
with
percussion
and
orchestra
accompaniment.
Sunday at the
American School,
Monday in Nuevo
Vallarta. More info on www.iampv.org
The IAM PV is one of the twenty or
so programs and charities supported
by the International Friendship Club
(IFC) in PV. The IFC’s mandate is
to help other organizations provide
education, health, and social services
to the community of Puerto Vallarta.
The IAM PV employs teachers to
not only foster the love of music in
children but also, to instill in them the
discipline, teamwork, listening skills,
and manual and mental ability to play.
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Welcome, Home!

Sheryl Novak

Put your feet up. Take a read.

Not many trees in the desert!
At that time, the ottoman was more
like a sectional in that it wrapped
around three walls of the room. It
was custom to pile cushions on top to
be more comfortable. This u-shaped
backless and armless seating option
was used frequently in homes and tents.
By the 19th century, you would see
ottomans mostly in the upper class,
private clubs throughout Europe.
The newer versions were circular or
octagonal in shape, no longer placed

in corners. These pieces of furniture
took a showcase location in the
middle of rooms. Often you would
see ottomans encircling columns or
posts.
With the advent of mass
manufacturing, the ottoman changed
again. It became a smaller piece
of furniture sold with its primary
function of being a footrest. It often
came as part of a living room furniture
group including a sofa, two chairs and
ottoman.

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

Ah, the ottoman. It is a favorite
piece of furniture that helps you kick
back, relax, and put your feet up after
a long day. Or, if you are retired in
Puerto Vallarta, it is a great piece to
help stretch out when you are reading
the latest novel, binge-watching
Netflix, or catching a quick siesta!
Is there anything more versatile
than this upholstered, backless and
armless piece of furniture? Methinks
not. You can place one at the foot of
a bed to have a place to sit while you
pull on your sandals. You can pair it
with a dressing table in your master
bedroom, so you have a comfortable
spot to sit while you put on makeup.
You can situate one in the living room,
along with a tray to replace a coffee
table. When you have extra guests,
it is easily convertible into additional
seating.
I like ottomans not only for their
versatility but also because they give
a room a more relaxed and softer
feel. Traditional wood, iron, or glass
tables tend to be more masculine and
angular. An added benefit of many
ottomans is that they offer additional
storage with their hinged tops and
hollow interiors.
There are a few theories as to
where this fantastic piece of furniture
originated. The most oft believed
school of thought is that it comes from
Turkey at the time of the Ottoman
empire in the late 18th century. The
name reflects its origin. We can credit
Turkish carpet weavers for its design.
Ottomans or divans were created
mostly with fabrics, using very little
wood. Why not wood?

Today, there are variations to the
original style, including hassocks,
poufs, and tuffets. Its role has changed
again to become a standalone piece
that can replace coffee tables or sit
separately as additional seating space.
With a hinge, it cleverly does the dual
purpose of storage and seating.
Update on our painting article:
A shout out to P.B. who sent me an
email and reminded me of a great tip
when you do any interior painting –
consider using TSP cleaner on your
walls. TSP, also known as trisodium
phosphate, is a pure phosphate, and
like all phosphates, handle carefully.
Always mix TSP with water. Wear
rubber gloves and a mask, and make
sure your space is well-ventilated. A
mix of TSP cleaner and bleach is also
an effective way to remove mildew
from walls. Before using phosphates
or any chemicals, always read and
follow directions on the label.
Need furniture for your new condo
in Vallarta? Happy to help you source
comfortable, well-made, and reasonably
priced items. Please email me at
furniture@solutionsmexico.com
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Oaxaca textiles in Puerto Vallarta
Sandra Cesca

Walking down Aquiles Serdan recently, I was surprised to see a
new shop which beckoned me in with its brilliant colors and unusual
lighting. The deeper I went into the interior, the more intrigued I
became. Shelves from floor to ceiling of multi-colored rugs and
tablecloths; pillows in rich earth tones piled high; beautiful wood
tables, some cut from huge slabs of tree trunks.
Even more surprised was I when I ventured down into the lower
level where the natural stone foundation complemented the work
area. Here baskets of unwashed wool, skeins of naturally dyed yarn
in lovely colors, a spinning wheel, and pine loom where all set up for
demonstration purposes.
I was in the new showroom of Casa Oaxaca, where art and home
décor reign. The very knowledgeable owner, Alberto Contreras, and
I began a lengthy conversation, which took me back to my days as
a handwork teacher, where my students learned all things natural
about wool, spinning, weaving, and dying with plants untouched by
chemicals. Alberto’s family have been weavers and dyers for over
four generations.

Their main factory is in Oaxaca, where their Zapotec culture is
reflected in the designs and colors of the textiles they create.
Alberto’s mother, Juana, is here to help with the opening of the
showroom. She is also a master weaver, having learned from her
grandmother, as is the tradition. She answered my many questions
about the dyes they use. There are 20 basic natural dyes from which
1400 different colors can be made!
The two most popular are the reds from the nopal cactus insect
cochinilla and the blues from indigo made by boiling the leaves
of the indigo tree. Other colors include yellow from the marigold
or cempasuchitl; the same flower important in Day of the Dead
celebrations; green from alfalfa; brown from pecan shells; and
black from huizache berries. As you can imagine, the process of
making the dyes is very complicated and done by only certain family
members who have been trained in this skill.
The wool for their beautiful rugs comes partly from their own
sheep and partly from the buyers who come to the Oaxaca markets
to sell their wool by the kilogram. This is unclean wool right off
the sheep, so it all has to be washed to remove dirt, sticks, and other
debris before it is ready for carding and then spinning. One kilogram
of dirty wool gives half a kilogram of clean wool after washing!
This shop has been Alberto’s dream for many years. He came
from Oaxaca over eight years ago to begin selling his family’s rugs
at the roving tianguis we see in various shopping mall parking lots
around Mexico.
He opened his first tiny shop here in Vallarta a few years ago but
wanted a larger space to showcase the many talents of his family.
Stop by and say hello. You might find something you have to have!
Casa Oaxaca, 377 Aquiles Serdan on the south side.
Open Monday – Saturday 10-8.
For more stories and photos of local culture:
www.yourculturalinsider.com
Contact Sandra: sandra.learn.vallarta@gmail.com
Cellular: (322) 228-9365
www.puertovallartawalkingtours.com
www.facebook.com/VallartaWalkingTours/
www.yourculturalinsider.com NEW BLOG!!
Trip Advisor Certificate of Excellence since 2013
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Bag ban brings renewed interest
in traditional bags at Mexico City market
Traditional reusable shopping bags seem to
be making a comeback in Mexico City, where
a ban on single-use plastic bags went into
effect on January 1.
The use of cloth and mesh bags, along with
those affixed to contraptions that look like
handtrucks, have always been a relatively
common sight in traditional markets and
popular with housewives in the city’s lowerclass neighborhoods.
“We are returning to fiber and plastic
reusable shopping bags. We have bags in
different sizes that cost 15 pesos, along with
[others] costing 10, 25, 40 and 45 pesos. They
are washable and reusable,” commented a
merchant at the Jamaica Market southeast of
the city center.
In some stands, especially those selling
spices and grains, the cucurucho is making a
comeback. This is a sheet of butcher paper
spiraled into a cone shape, twisted, filled and
folded for carrying.
One very traditional shopping bag is that
made of ixtle, a fiber that dates back to the preHispanic period. It comes from the maguey
plant, whose thick leaves are beaten to separate
the pulp and liquid from the support strands
that become the fiber. Depending on the age
and size of the leaf, these fibers can be as soft
as cotton or stiff enough to make brushes.
Most ixtle fiber is on the more flexible side
and has a texture similar to burlap. Carrying
bags of all kinds have been made from the
material.
Although ixtle shopping bags are sold in the
city’s traditional markets, versions in plastic
fiber are more popular because they are
cheaper and withstand getting wet.
At the Hidalgo Market in the workingclass Doctores neighhorhood, such bags were
common enough before, but are ubiquitous
now. Many supermarkets are promoting cloth
bags with their logos as people are getting used
to the idea of needing to bring their own bag.
Reaction to the ban weeks after its
implementation seems to be positive.
Comments from both merchants and
customers in the city indicate an awareness of
the need to decrease dependency on the bags,

either enthusiastically or with resignation.
The city tried to implement mandatory
garbage separation a few years ago, but failed.
The reason was probably that residents have
always seen garbage collectors separating
trash for recyclables and did not see the need
to do that work themselves.
Store owner Tina Chavez notes that
customers are adapting to the need to bring a
bag as they know that merchants are subject
to stiff fines if they give out the plastic ones.
The only exception to this rule is bags for
meats and fresh produce.
According to environmental groups in
Mexico, every family was throwing out on
average 650 plastic shopping bags per year.
Sometimes these bags, which need at least
100 years to completely decompose, were
used only for a few minutes.
They also state that about 80% of the waste
generated in the world is from disposables.
By 2050 almost 100% of all marine birds will
have ingested some kind of plastic, and 15%
of endangered species will be affected by
waste plastic, according to Marina Robles,
the secretary of the environment.
Coming up in 2021 are laws banning the
use of disposable plates, silverware, straws,
and balloons. Even some street stands
in Mexico have already started asking
customers already to bring containers if they
are asking for food to go.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com,
Televisa Noticieros, El Universal)

(See location number on Central Map)

Within PV
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Sunflower season brings more magic to Mocorito

“I believe that the experience we had last year … motivated us to
improve the sunflower field and above all the strategy for attracting
more tourists and visitors to Mocorito … On this occasion, we’re
going to do it in two stages,” he said.
He added that the town is logistically ready to see more visitors, but still
needs to develop more accommodations, for which his administration is
working with the state Economic Development Secretariat.
The sunflowers bloom for two weeks. January’s bloom has already
begun; the other field will bloom in February. Entrance to the fields
is free, though visitors are asked to provide a small donation for
enjoying the rows of bright yellow flowers.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com, Revista Espejo, Línea Directa)

(See location number on Central Map)

The Magical Town of Mocorito, Sinaloa, grows a little more magical
in January and February with the bright blooms of its sunflower fields.
Mayor Guillermo Galindo Castro said the sunflowers, now in their
second season, are a growing tourist attraction and welcomed the
year’s first selfie-snapping visitors at an inaugural ceremony on the
weekend.
“[It’s] a true blessing and marvelous ecotouristic experience that
we have begun in our administration and we want to consolidate it as
a heritage in all aspects, because we know the positive impact it has,
not just for Mocorito but for the whole state of Sinaloa … he said.
State Tourism Secretary Óscar Pérez Barros agreed that the
tourism generated by the sunflower fields, now a favorite destination
on the Traveling Purely Sinaloa tourism program, will help revive
Mocorito’s economy.
Pérez hopes the attraction will work in conjunction with Carnaval
and Holy Week to attract over 60,000 tourists this year. The town
welcomed 55,000 last year.
“[With] this type of strategy, but joining it with Carnaval and then
Holy Week, the program becomes richer, so that more people [from
Sinaloa] and other states visit the Pueblo Mágico of Mocorito,” he
said.
To help achieve that goal, Mayor Galindo’s administration had two
fields planted at different times to allow for two separate blooming
periods this year.

(See location number on Central Map)
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Rainy day in Vallarta
Leza Warkentin

mommyinmexico.wordpress.com

(See location number on Central Map)

Batten down the hatches, people,
it’s raining in January. The tourists
are confused because there was not
one single website or shiny brochure
that mentioned anything about rain,
and not one single person mentioned
the possibility when they registered
for the boat trip. No one talked
about alternative activities or stored
umbrellas under the seats or even
offered hot chocolate.
The locals are confused because
what are people supposed to do in
the rain in January? What are people
supposed to do in the rain DURING
THE DAY? What are they supposed
to do with the tourists who actually
put the food on the table around here?
For those who do not currently call
Puerto Vallarta their permanent home,
you should know that rain in January
will throw a kink into our lives. We
do not do rain in winter. We do
consistently sunny skies, we do lush,
humid jungle, we do a continuous line
of Vitamin D.
You probably wonder, but don’t you
all have a rainy season? Everyone
talks about the rainy season… surely
a little water isn’t going to throw you
off! You are correct about two things:
we do have a rainy season, and we do
talk about it a lot when it’s happening
(sort of like the way Canadians
obsessively talk about the cold in
winter. Although after 25 years or
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so, there’s not much to say,
because your lips should
rightfully be frozen shut at
that point).
What you are not correct
about is that it isn’t going
to throw us off if it happens
in January. We are so off
our game we aren’t even in
the stadium anymore. And
that’s for several reasons:
- Y’all came to PV to get some sun,
and we are here to make sure you have
that sun and the resulting fun that
goes with it. We cannot BELIEVE
this isn’t happening today.
- We are not equipped for spending
a lot of time indoors. We have, let’s
see… we have bowling (?). And we
have more than one trampoline park.
And we have the movie theatres. And
we even have malls (BUT ONE IS
OUTDOOR. OMG!)
- We are used to ideal driving
conditions. We consider most of the
rules to be sort of rough guides. We don’t
have to know much about pumping the
brakes over ice, or avoiding hailstones
the size of puppies and other glorious
road conditions up north. Rain induces
a type of stress that causes erratic
driving behavior and more than a little
self-righteous indignation. And none
of our windshield wipers work because
we weren’t planning on changing them
until June.

- The kind of rain we get from
about late June to mid-October is not
like this January precipitation. In
our rainy season, weather is hot and
humidity is sky-high. Our rain is
heavy, nocturnal, and
actually fairly warm.
Sure, it comes with
thunder and lightning
that tends to interrupt
our beauty sleep, but
at least we’re tucked
away in our homes.
And it comes as a
welcome respite from
the day-to-day steam
bath in which we live
at that time of year.
This January rain has us running for
our SOCKS and our SWEATERS and
our COZIEST PAJAMAS. Which is
actually nice, but our coziest pajamas
consist of a light tee-shirt and some
cotton shorts (don’t ask what we
usually wear, it’s not polite).
So here we are in January. On
the one hand, we are watching the
rain and feeling stressed, bored, and

cold. And sort of guilty, because
we are concerned that our tourist
visitors aren’t having fun either. We
are worried that you all tried going
to the one indoor mall so you could
get some Starbucks and a Cinnaroll,
and you met up with the entire expat population trying to buy tickets
to the one showing of the Englishspeaking version of Bad Boys 2. We
are concerned that you might consider
going somewhere else that guarantees
a no rain vacation.
But on the other hand, we are kind
of enjoying a cozy rain day that comes
around once in a very long while. We
haven’t been shut in our homes and
wrapped up in blankets in a very long
time. We haven’t had a good excuse
to stay home when we don’t feel like
going out (except for the ones who
have kids).
So we hope you don’t mind too
much. We are going to sit around and
binge-watch The Witcher on Netflix
and drink chocolate Abuelita. See
you on the boat tomorrow morning!

(See location number on Central Map)
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My View
jenniferwriter@gmail.com

Jennifer Mann

The Magic of Mahomes
which meant I got to sit on hard metal bleachers in
the dead of winter wearing my oh-too-cool bright
red plastic Wolf Pack poncho!
Making the game extra special, in my opinion, is
the quarterback of the Chiefs, Patrick Mahomes, the
24-year-old boy wonder of the NFL.
Last year, in his first year as a starter, he was
named MVP of the league. This season, a dislocated
kneecap knocked him out for a couple of games, but
he’s come roaring back.
There was the playoff game against the Texans
when in the blink of an eye, the Chiefs were down
24-0 within the first 20 minutes of the game. I
admit - I was a wuss. I turned off the game for
about 10 minutes. But when I turned it back on,
unbelievably, Mahomes had led the Chiefs to 28-24
going into halftime. Unbelievable.

The next week, for the AFC championship, the
Chiefs quickly fell behind 10-0 to the Tennessee
Titans. And then came the Mahomes Magic and
two touchdowns. And THEN came his “rushing”
touchdown. As he was looking, looking, looking
and unable to find an open receiver downfield, he
headed for the sideline. But wait - he took a peek
toward the end zone and decided to go for it.
He escaped the tackling wrath of no fewer than
five Titans, to spin and whirl into the endzone.
TOUCHDOWN! The Chiefs prevailed and are now
the AFC champs. It’s been a long, long wait.
As Kansas City Star sports columnist Vahe
Gregorian noted in a recent column on Mahomes,
after 50 years of waiting for another shot in the
Super Bowl, “long-suffering Chiefs fans (have)
come to be conditioned to believe that they can’t
have nice things and that this sort of phenomenon is
reserved for others.”
Well, we’re not waiting anymore. We’re in the
Super Bowl. Bring on the Mahomes Magic, and
maybe, just maybe he’ll convert a few locals to the
NFL.
I’m betting on it. After Sunday, when I take an
Uber or a taxi into Old Town, I’ll ask my driver if
he’s a fan of the NFL, and he’ll say, “No, señora...
but I am a fan of Patrick Mahomes and the Super
Bowl champions, the Kansas City Chiefs!”

(See location number on Central Map)

Here in Puerto Vallarta, when I take an Uber or
a taxi, I like to chat up my drivers. Since they’re
almost all men, and figuring sports is always a safe
bet, I ask them if they like American football.
After all, the National Football League claims it
has 20 million fans in Mexico. Toward that end,
the league over the decades has put on exhibition
games in Mexico City, and then later, in 2007,
added regular season games to be played there.
This season, that included a Monday night
game between the Kansas City Chiefs and the Los
Angeles Chargers at Estadio Azteca in Mexico City,
in which the Chiefs prevailed 24-17.
So surely, if there are 20 million NFL fans in
Mexico, at least a few of them live in Puerto
Vallarta. But I’ve yet to find one.
Almost invariably, my query is met with a polite
“no” wrapped in a chuckle. It’s too complicated,
they say. Or the ball’s a weird shape. Simply put,
many say it’s just boring.
But maybe the NFL will gain a few Mexican fans
this weekend when the aforementioned Chiefs take
on the San Francisco 49ers in Super Bowl LIV, set
to be played Sunday in Miami.
For me, a diehard Chiefs fan, the moment has been
a long time - 50 years to be exact - in the making.
The last time the Chiefs were in the Super Bowl, I
was 12 years old. I was a member of the Wolf Pack,
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Grammy Award-Winning Cellist Don Moline, Thirsty Burlington’s ‘Cher Live!,
Oscar-Nominated Film Series and Viewing Party with Pearl and Gouda,\
and David Maiocco’s ‘Liberace’ debuts at Incanto!
Don
Moline

Monday
Mark Hartman,
Piano - 5 p.m.
& 9:30 p.m.
Ticketed shows 7:30 p.m.
(see online calendar)

In two benefit concerts for the Instituto de Artes Musicales (IAMPV),
‘Don Moline and Friends’ will feature Grammy Award-winning
cellist Don Moline performing a variety of music with special guests.
Two nights only: January 31st and February 1st at 7 p.m.  
In association with Democrats Abroad, Incanto will screen nine
Oscar-nominated films for ‘Best Picture’ starting January 30 at 3
p.m. with The Irishman. Visit Incanto’s website for a complete list
of films, dates, and times. Then on February 9, join Aunt Pearl and
Gouda Gabor with the cast of OH BOY! Cabaret for Incanto’s Oscar
Night! Walk the special Red Carpet entrance to the theatre greeted by
fashion ‘policias’ Gouda and Pearl. Dennis Crow, piano. Contests
and prizes for best dressed, worst dressed, sexiest, etc. Suggested
attire – Creative black and gold. The Oscars telecast starts at 7 p.m.
Direct from Provincetown, MA, Thirsty Burlington (aka Scott
Townsend) returns to Incanto by popular demand with ‘Cher Live!’
in an evening of all-live vocals featuring classic and contemporary
favorites and hilarious comedy. February 3 - 29 at 9:30 p.m.
“Liberace!” is a joyous romp through the incredible music and
comedy of the incomparable Mr. Showmanship! Award-winning
actor and pianist David Maiocco brings Liberace out to play for a
fabulous fun-filled 90 minutes of the greatest music and shtick in
entertainment history! February 3 - 24.
Diamonds are Forever, and so is the music of the 007 James Bond
films! Join Puerto Vallarta’s own Bond girl, the sensational Maria
Rose for ‘007, A Black Tie Affair’, accompanied by pianist Derek
Carkner and John Celenza on cello. February 7, 14, 21 at 7 p.m.
Vocalist and violin virtuoso, Arturo Elizarraraz, returns to Incanto.
He will be accompanied by award-winning Mark Hartman at the
piano. February 2 at 7 p.m.
Girls Night Out features Stolie, Hannah Brady and Kami Desilets
singing fun, upbeat classics from famous girl groups from Bugle Boy
to Beyoncé. Next show February 10 at 7 p.m. Also, see Stolie in her
solo ticketed show February 4 at 7:30 p.m. in the piano bar.
Legendary internationally-known drag personality, Gouda Gabor
hosts the all-new hit show of the season, OH BOY! Cabaret. Fridays
and Sundays at 9:30 p.m.
On February 4, at 9:30 p.m., a tribute to The Eagles features many
of the iconic band’s hits and on February 5, at 7 p.m., Dan Lauzan
presents a tribute to Frank Sinatra.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Bob Bruneau,
Jorge & Lenny - 5 p.m.
piano - 5 p.m.
(except Feb. 5, 12)
Tatewari/Media
Estación Brasil - 5
Luna - 7 p.m.
p.m. (Feb. 5, 12)
(alternating weeks) Tongo - 7:30 p.m.
Dennis Crow, piano
Mark Hartman,
sing-along - 9:30 p.m. piano - 9:30 p.m.

Thursday
Jay-Gee,
piano - 5 p.m.
Open Mic 7:30 p.m.

Friday
Joan Houston 5 p.m.
Zoe Lewis 7:30 p.m.
Dennis Crow, piano
sing-along 9:30 p.m.

Saturday
Sundays
Bingo with Pearl - Cheko Ruiz Band 4 p.m.
Select Sundays 7 p.m.
Patsy Meyer Joby & Tongo - 5 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
Lenar - 7:30 p.m.
Mark Hartman,
Dennis Crow,
piano - 9:30 p.m.
piano sing-along 9:30 p.m.
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‘The MoSoul Concert’ celebrating 60 years of Motown & Soul Hits,
happens on February 13th at Teatro Vallarta
Debbie White

Dwight Blake Entertainmentment
is bringing all your favorite
Motown hits to Vallarta on
February 13th. Dwight has been
traveling the world for two decades
performing Soul, Rhythm & Blues
and Motown hits. He is thrilled to
present a full Concert Production
of all those great Motown & Soul
classics featuring an all All-Star
lineup of entertainers.
The MoSoul Concert starring
Dwight Blake, DeNita Asberry and
Lady Zen, is one of the most soughtafter shows of the season. It is a
remarkable musical extravaganza
that includes a live Backing Band
(The Grover Brother), exciting
Backing Vocals, The Dream Voice
Production Dancers and three toptier musical headliners.
Many of you have probably
attended a Dwight Blake show in
Vallarta and already know that he
is not your ordinary singer. Dwight
possesses the talent, charisma and
showmanship of a truly fantastic
entertainer. And he always goes
above and beyond to please his
audience. His mezzo tenor voice
and smooth style guarantee a
performance that audiences love.
Having performed in Las Vegas,
New York, South Beach, Canada,
and around the world as a headliner
at top venues and on cruise ships,
Dwight delivers a first class show!
Like many entertainers, Dwight
got his start singing in church and
his amazing talent has led him
to international success. He has
performed with stars like Barry
Ivan White from The Platters, The
Canadian Tenors, and many others.
Joining Dwight as musical

headliners will be DeNita Asberry
and Lady Zen. DeNita will sing
favorites from Aretha Franklin,
Whitney Houston and many more.
She and Dwight will perform
stunning duets from stars like
Lionel Ritchie & Diana Ross and
Alicia Keys. DeNita has shared the
stage with famous entertainers like
Wayne Newton, Gladys Knight,
The Righteous Brothers, Debbie
Gibson, The Doobie Brothers,
Jenifer Holiday and Billy Porter.

She has worked in ‘Legends in
Concert’ and other top Las Vegas
shows - the consummate performer,
and you’ll be very impressed with
her talent!
Dwight will also be joined by
Lady Zen, the Mother of Lyric
Fusion Poetry and one of the
singers that Vallarta has been raving
about! Lady Zen was raised on
gospel music and moved on to the
jazz circuits, hip hop, improv and
singing the hits of female music

legends. Vocally, she is gold and
knows how to draw you in with her
expressive singing and thoughtful
dialogue. She’ll perform her ‘Sade’
favorites and many more hits from
top female singers. Lady Zen has
a very special way of thrilling her
audience with her voice, her style
and her unique groove.
The MoSoul Concert also
welcomes Hannah Brady, an
American Dancer and vocalist who
will serve as the vocal captain and
is known to many in Vallarta from
her shows over the past 2 seasons.
Also part of the production is
Choreography Director Jenniffer
Castro. As a dancer, choreographer
and producer in Venezuela, she has
more than 20 years of experience
in the artistic field.
The MoSoul Concert happens
on Thursday, February 13th at
Teatro Vallarta, 184 Uruguay
downtown (doors open at 6:30
p.m.) Tickets are available now.
For more information go to: www.
facebook.com/themosoulconcert
or www.themosoulconcert and
for tickets, please go to:
w w w. t e a t ro v a l l a r t a . c o m /
the-Mosoul-concert/teatrovallarta/2020/02/.
Tickets are
also available at The Farmers’
Market in Old Town Vallarta every
Saturday morning.
Don’t miss this SPECTACULAR
musical Production.
A show
like you’ve never seen in Puerto
Vallarta. It is sure to be a world
class concert and it only happens
one night: February 13th!
Dwight Blake will also be
donating a percentage of the tickets
sold, to the Corazon de Niña, a
non-profit charity foundation and
home to over 100 local orphans.
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Bonnie Kilroe, musical comedy impersonator extraordinaire,
presents 8 musical Tribute Shows at The Palm Cabaret

Bonnie Kilroe will present 8 tribute shows
at The Palm Cabaret featuring music legend
PATSY CLINE and a one-woman show, ‘SHE’S
EVERY WOMAN,’ starring some of music’s
favorite female celebrities.
‘Bonnie Kilroe’s PATSY CLINE’ will be
presented at The Palm Cabaret on Feb 2, 5 &
9 at 5:30 pm. And ‘SHE’S EVERY WOMAN’
happens on February 7th at 7:30 p.m.
Bonnie Kilroe is a pro at showcasing
classic country characters like Patsy
Cline. She portrays this legend with
humor, authenticity and fabulous live
vocals. Bonnie looks, acts and sings
remarkably close to this musical idol
she impersonates.
She packs sensational parody into
each show and continually charms the
audience with her sexy flair.
Bonnie’s multi-media performances
combine comedy with singing and
feature spectacular costumes! ‘She’s
Every Woman’ will take you on a
fabulous ride though the last 100 years

of entertainment history from Edith Bunker
to Cher, Lady Gaga to Mae West. Shakira to
Prince! You’ll enjoy parodies of Karen Walker,
Tina Turner, Dolly Parton and many others. This
show is a combination of tribute and farce that
will make you smile, laugh and escape into a
fantastic evening of entertainment!
Bonnie Kilroe continues to entertain and
delight audiences throughout North America
with her compelling and enjoyable tributes to
female music legends. As a professional and
award-winning entertainer for the last 20 years,
Bonnie has been singing and thrilling audiences
from Canada to Mexico.
Bonnie loves taking her audience on a
musical journey, showcasing well-known music
celebrities from the past to the present. Her
incredible vocals, side-splitting comedy and
amazing transformations make for an evening
of top-notch entertainment. Bonnie truly is a
Musical-Comedy-Impersonator Extraordinaire!

(See location number on Central Map)

Debbie White
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Bonnie Kilroe’s professional musical tribute
shows have taken her on cruise ships from Alaska
to Antarctica, to casinos across North America,
and on international stages from Mexico to the
Med. She has won many entertainment awards
and has been inducted into the Merritt Mountain
Music Festival walk of fame. And she was
awarded The Best Comedy, Best Costume and
Most Unique Act at the Last Vegas Reel Awards
As the producer of her own one-womanshows, Bonnie is always coming up with new
ways to thrill and delight. With surprising twists,
wonderful comedic timing and sensational
vocals, Bonnie’s shows are both mesmerizing
and breathtaking. Her ‘Patsy Cline’ and ‘She’s
Every Woman’ Tribute shows combine fabulous
music medleys and physical comedy to produce
a spectacular entertainment experience! With
class, elegance and an edgy cabaret style, she
always provides a first class entertainment
experience. She also uses her skills as a
performer to encourage audience
participation.
With beautiful
costumes
and
one-minute
changes, Bonnie’s performance
is nonstop excitement and fun!
Please join Bonnie Kilroe as
she presents ‘Patsy Cline’ at The
Palm Cabaret on February 2,
5 & 9 at 5:30 p.m. and ‘SHE’S
EVERY WOMAN’ on February
7th at 7:30 p.m. The Palm
Cabaret and Bar is located at 508
Olas Altas in the Romantic Zone.
Tickets can be purchased at the
venue’s box office or online at
www.thepalmcabaret.com
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“The Living Sinatra”
Dan Lauzon
In the 1940s, crooner
Frank Sinatra was “the
idol of the bobbysoxers”.
First with the Harry James
band and from 1946 on,
as a solo artist. In the next
five decades, he sold more
than 150 million records
and became one of the topselling recording artists of all
time.
In the 50s, Las Vegas
became the “go-to” place for
gambling and entertainment,
and its showrooms needed
big-name artists who would
appeal to mature, adult
audiences. Frank Sinatra fit
the bill and soon became a
top attraction. He and pals Sammy Davis Jr, Dean Martin, Joey
Bishop, and Peter Lawford became known as “the rat pack”, often
making impromptu appearances at each other’s shows, to the
delight of audiences.
Over the next four decades, he appeared in numerous movies and
TV specials, winning 11 Grammys. To exercise more control over
his career, he formed his own production company and record label
and invested in real estate, night clubs, and casinos. He liked to say,
“I did some things right and some things wrong, but at least I did
it my way.”
Toronto based tenor Dan Lauzon, a popular figure in the Canadian
entertainment scene, has had a long and illustrious career as an
actor, singer, and bandleader. And at a point in life when most
people think of retiring, he launched a second career to pay tribute
to his most significant influence, Frank Sinatra.
Dan’s Sinatra tribute has become far more successful than he had
ever dreamed. It has given him the opportunity to sing with some
of the world’s greatest orchestras, as a solo artist in lounges and
supper clubs, on television and on tours throughout the Americas
and overseas. But his biggest thrill as a tribute artist came in 2018
when he won first prize in the international Frank Sinatra Tribute
Artists competition, in Sinatra’s home town, Hoboken New Jersey.
It doesn’t get any better than that!
On February 5th, “The Living Sinatra” performs at Incanto
in Puerto Vallarta, and on February 6th at The Luna Lounge in
Bucerias. Information is available on the venues’ web sites.
* Copyright 2020, all rights reserved.

(See location number on Central Map)

Mery Buchanan
merv@uvs.com
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Kim Kuzma’s ‘British Invasion’ is a smash hit

(See location number on Central Map)

Every new season in Puerto Vallarta is met with
anticipation and excitement for those of us who
love seeing quality shows. I am the first to admit
that my love for the entertainment that stretches
along the perimeters of Banderas Bay came about
the first time I saw Kim Kuzma perform. Swept
away by the beauty of her voice and the humor
that she adds to each performance, Kim has
garnered a faithful following of fans that expands
each year as she brings her new show with an
exciting theme and a wealth of spectacular songs.
Returning for her 15th year of performing in Puerto Vallarta, Kim Kuzma stars
in ‘British Invasion,’ a fabulous time travel through the hit music from ‘across the
pond’. Kim exemplifies 1960’s stylishness with her fabulous dress, pulled back
hair and sparkling accessories, reminding us of one of the glamour gals from the
‘The Spy Who Shagged Me’. Backing up Kim are 3 of Vallarta’s best musicians,
including Eduardo Leon on guitar, Roberto Falcon on bass and Luis Rascon on
cello and percussion.
Featured every Tuesday and Saturday nights at 7:30 p.m. at The Palm Cabaret,
‘British Invasion’ is a crowning achievement of Kim and the band’s years of
collaboration and experience. The dedication to the music and the performance
is evident with the delivery of a flawless performance that captures the audience’s
hearts and minds. With a fun and entertaining video intro to the show, Kim
confidently takes the stage giving a performance that reminds us why she has been

7

Puerto Vallarta’s Diva of Song for nearly two decades.
‘British Invasion’ is all about the music and Kim and the
band present it in a breathtaking, non-stop performance
of hit songs from Sting, Amy Winehouse, Shirley Bassey,
Ed Sheeran, George Michael, Annie Lennox, the Beatles,
Terrence Trent Darby, The Spice Girls, Sam Smith and
Steve Winwood. For me, what is so special about this
show, is how magnificent the vocals and accompaniment
are. Kim navigates each song like a pro, giving full
emotion and expression to the words and music. The
band fully complements and enhances the performance
with their incredible musicianship.
From lighthearted, toe-tapping moments to deeply
emotional, teary-eyed ones and then back to Kim’s signature off-the-cuff humor,
this is a journey I highly recommend taking while you are in Vallarta. ‘British
Invasion’ delivers the goods, so you won’t want to miss Kim and the boys in their
new, highly-praised show. I’ve had people tell me it’s Kim’s best work to date
and I won’t argue that point! I loved the show and I believe that you will too.
You can see ‘British Invasion’ at The Palm Cabaret every Tuesday and Saturday
nights at 7:30 p.m.  On Wednesday, February 1st, there will be a 5:30 p.m. for
those who enjoy earlier shows.
The Palm Cabaret and Bar is located at 508 Olas Altas in the Romantic
Zone. Tickets can be purchased at the venue’s box office or online at www.
thepalmcabaret.com
Video of a song from ‘British Invasion.’ https://www.facebook.com/
cassandra.shaw.142/videos/10156949641507263/?t=22

(See location number on Central Map)

Debbie White
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Get out your party hats, put on your dancing shoes and mark the
date on your calendar: Friday, February 7th, 2020! The season is
in full swing now and this will be the best Shuffle ever!
The Shuffle, now in its tenth season, is put on every second
Friday by a large group of businesses centered on the 200 and 300
blocks of Basilio Badillo, in the heart of the Romantic Zone. The
party goes from 6 to 10 p.m., and is an event that both locals and
visitors look forward to with great anticipation.
The participating businesses (art galleries, shops, restaurants,
clubs and theaters) all serve complimentary beverages. Whether
you want to meet our local artists, or do some serious shopping, or
listen to some great music, or just walk around Vallarta’s favorite
neighborhood soaking up the festive atmosphere, the Shuffle is a
wonderful way to spend your Friday night.
The majority of the participating businesses are located on the
200 and 300 blocks of Basilio Badillo. But there are also some
great places to stop on nearby Constitución, V. Carranza and I.L.
Vallarta Streets. In fact, the organizers have made sure that this
experience is a “compact” one. All the participants are located
within a few short blocks, so no matter how “happy” you get with
all your complimentary drinks, you can still visit every location
with ease.
The Shuffle has so much to offer. One of the main attractions
is shopping. By chance, many of Vallarta’s finest shops and
galleries are located on the principle block of the party. Fine
art, jewelry and Mexican crafts of the very best quality can be
found in abundance, not to mention some great food and fabulous
entertainment.
All the businesses on this magical stretch of Basilio Badillo
and Constitución streets have something special to offer. For the
opportunity to ogle, mingle, tipple and even purchase some really
wonderful art, it is an event not to be missed. The Southside
Shuffle really is a must. You’ll have a ton of fun.

So don’t forget to put it on your calendar:

Friday, February 7th, from 6 to 10 p.m.

Next Shuffle: February 14th!
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The Palm Cabaret – It’s hard to just pick one show!
What a season it has been so far, and with so much great talent in the days past, it’s hard to believe that it can get any better. Well,
it does. This week boasts such an array of entertainment variety that it’s hard to just see one show. Varla returns with her huge hit,
“A Star is Bored”, Miss Conception sells out the house with “Villains” and Branden & James delight us with “Rock The Opera”. All
the artists bring their best for the Puerto Vallarta Audiences and we are sure there is something for everyone, no matter what age.
Winner of BEST COMEDY, BEST
COSTUME and MOST UNIQUE
ACT at the Las Vegas Reel Awards,
please join Bonnie for a night to
Tweet about.

Alex Bourgeau

Varla Jean Merman –
A Star Is Bored
Varla Jean Merman returns to the
Palm Cabaret & Bar for another
season with yet another hilarious
production titled “A Star is Bored”.
After 25 years of slaving over a
hot stove cooking up new songs and
routines, Varla Jean Merman is...
tired. Can she find inspiration from
the queens that came before her and
look to a new generation of Drag
Race stars to find the strength to
carry on? Filled with showstopping
costumes, skyscraping wigs and a
smidge of human emotion, Varla
confronts her legacy in this funny
and heartfelt new show.
New York Times is quoted saying
“...a delirious synthesis of Divine,
Karen Finley, and Montserrat
Caballé and even those who think
drag has had its day swear that this
big, beautiful creature is kind of
demented genius.”
The show received numerous
accolades, ovations and experienced
sold out houses in Provincetown, this
production is sure to be one of the
best and funniest shows yet for Varla.

Bonnie Kilroe – Patsy Cline
& She’s Every Woman
Bonnie Kilroe tributes Patsy Cline,
the Greatest Female Country Singer
of All Time! Bonnie brings alive the
songs you loved to hear Patsy sing like
“Crazy”, “Sweet Dreams”, “Walking
after Midnight”, “I fall to Pieces” and
many more bringing the audience
back to simpler times of life with
great music and superb showmanship.
“She’s Every Woman” is a celebrity
impersonation SPECTACLE! This is a
one-woman show that will make your
head spin. The show is one-part tribute,
one-part farce, where Bonnie will have
you laughing and crying, sometimes
within moments of each other. “She’s
Every Woman” rocks like a girls’
night out, and shines like the brightest
diamond on every drag queen’s tiara.
Bonnie Kilroe is a ‘Farce’ to be
reckoned with’ and her musical
parodies pack a powerful punch.
Prepare to forget about your
troubles, let yourself go and join
Bonnie on a wild ride though the last
100 years of entertainment history
from Edith Bunker to Cher, Lady
Gaga to Mae West. Shakira to Prince!
You’ll also be dazzled by the likes
of Karen Walker, Tina Turner, Dolly
Parton and sooooo many others.

Miss Conception –
Villains
The numbers don’t lie… Miss
Conception’s latest extravaganza
“Villains” is a definite hit. The
world famous “Miss C” formula
is a crowd pleasure, where you
can enjoy the signature costume
changes, with all new characters
and songs. The humor is nothing
short of hilarious, as she weaves
her way through our favorite
villainous characters from movies
from Disney to Alfred Hitchcock.
This show runs every Mondays and
Tuesdays and continues until the
end of the season in April. Don’t
miss this show.

Branden & James –
Rock The Opera
Also returning is Branden &
James. This incredibly popular duo
are masters of the stage. Branden,
a tenor who was discovered on
America’s Got Talent, and James,

a cello player having toured the
world with artists such as Olivia
Newton John, come together to
create a perfect match of stunning
vocals and impeccable strings.
Branden also sits at the piano to
belt out his unique renditions of our
favorite songs. A huge hit last year,
and sure to repeat that this season.
In February, make sure you keep an
eye out for “All You Need is Love”
an homage to Valentines, as they
celebrate their second year together
as a couple.

Piel Canela
Our favorite Latin band continues
to get them up dancing. Fernando
Gonzalez re-assembles his band,
Piel Canela, and returns with a
renewed energy and enthusiasm
taking a prime-time slot for the
2019/2020 season.
Fernando
Gonzalez, Gary Flores Morales,
Luis Rascon, Jose Galvan, and
Alberto Ramirez band together to
offer toe tapping dance-able music
in both English and Spanish. The
most fun you can have on a Friday
Night. A huge hit last year, you can
expect an evolution of new material
along with old favorites. Dancing
is recommended during the shows,
and we are certain you will not be
able to sit still for very long. Piel
Canela joins us all season long and
look for them at our Market Days
on certain Saturdays.
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Sutton Lee Seymour–
Booby Tunes
Sutton Lee Seymour’s BOOBY
TUNES is a campy concert at
Carnegie Hall …in Mexico!
Sutton Lee has always been
inspired by the comedy and chaos
of classic cartoons… always with
a flair for the dramatic, she’s clever
like Bugs Bunny, zany like Daffy
Duck, a stinker like Tweety, and
a hopeless romantic like Pepe Le
Pew… Sutton Lee Seymour always
has a trick or two up her sleeve and
strives to be a force of positivity
while trying to survive the day.
Backed up by a live band (Mark
Hartman on piano, Roberto Falcon
on bass, and Gary Flores on
drums), Sutton Lee Seymour sings
a combination of modern day hits,
classic jazz standards, and show
tunes with comedic twists, celebrity
impersonations, and her thrilling
live vocals! Sutton Lee Seymour’s
BOOBY TUNES performs at 9:30
p.m. on Tuesdays and Fridays at
The Palm Cabaret and Bar!

Kim Kuzma –
British Invasion
Kim Kuzma’s new show opened
to not only much anticipation, it
also received rave reviews. Kim
presents “British Invasion” which
is a musical journey through the
classic UK hits that have been

flowing to our radio stations for
years. You’ll hear hits from Ed
Sheeran to the Beatles with special
attention to the female vocalists
such as Annie Lennox and Amy
Winehouse. Kim’s costumes are
something to behold as well. The
band is made up of Eduardo Leon on
guitar, Luis Rascon on percussion
and cello, and Roberto Falcon on
bass, which makes for the perfect
accompaniment. You can catch
Kim Kuzma’s “British Invasion” on
Tuesdays, and Saturdays.

Luis Villanueva –
Mr. Curiosity
Luis Villanueva, born and raised
in Chiapas in southern Mexico,
began his musical career at age

11 in the Azteca Chiapas Hope
Symphony Orchestra. at his young
age he begins to participate in local
singing contest and later moves
to Puerto Vallarta to have more
opportunities in music. Winning
local and national contests already
in Puerto Vallarta, he begins to
succeed with his shows like The
Gospel Brunch, Naked Boys
Singing, Revival show, etc.
Thus, having his own audience,
during the last year he has worked
on his original music, making
compositions
and
production
together with Fernando Uribe,
pianist, music director and producer.
Luis continues his run at the Palm
with “Mr. Curiosity”, a look at the
music of the 80’s, leading you to an
era where George Michael, Erasure,
Culture Club, Spandau Ballet,
Madonna and more were topping
the charts.  

Loteria – Mexican Bingo

Dueling Drag Divas
The Dueling Drag Divas RETURN home to The Palm Cabaret and Bar
for their 20th Anniversary Season!
Emmy Award Winner Chi Chi Rones and NY Times Acclaimed
Impressionist Jo Anna bring their ALL NEW 2020 All Live Singing
Comedy Drag Show back to Puerto Vallarta!
Jo Anna (aka Joe Perry) is celebrating her 14th season and reigns as the
LONGEST SINGING Drag Queen in Puerto Vallarta! Starting out in
NYC, JoAnna has won numerous awards including Best Patsy Cline Singer
at New York’s Cowgirl Hall of Fame. The New York Times hails her as
“One of the Best”. In addition to PV, JoAnna has enjoyed 6 smash seasons in
Provincetown and currently 9 fabulous summer seasons in Ogunquit, Maine.
Emmy Award Winner Ch Chi Rones is excited to be back in Vallarta for
a 9th season! She is excited to be returning home to The Palm Cabaret! Chi
Chi’s soaring vocal range lends to the iconic and uncanny voices of the great
legends she impersonates such as Edith Piaf, Tina Turner, Judy Garland, Janis
Joplin and Barbra Streisand, which must be seen and heard to be believed.
The Dynamic Duo play Wednesdays and Sundays @ 9:30 p.m. thru
March 29th, 2020. Singing hysterical spoofs of Cher, Barbra Streisand, Tina
Turner, Lady Gaga, Edith Piaf (in French), Janis Joplin, Amy Winehouse,
Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, Willie Nelson, Dolly Parton and more!

The Palm is happy for the return
of our bi-weekly bingo, aptly
name Loteria. Win prizes, make
some friends and enjoy 2 for 1
margaritas and domestic beers, and
help raise money for Paws, a spay &
neuter clinic here in Puerto Vallarta.

The Palm Cabaret and Bar is located at 508 Olas Atlas in the heart of Puerto Vallarta’s Romantic Zone. Tickets to all shows can be purchased at the venue’s box office,
which opens daily at 10 a.m., or online at www.ThePalmCabaret.com For more information, call 222-0200, or follow The Palm Cabaret and Bar PVR on Facebook.
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Angeline Kyba

I invite you to come to the opening of the 20th annual art exhibition
of paintings in my studio at 635 Cuauhtémoc, on Thursday, February 6
from 6 to 9 p.m. My work of the last 20 years has used aspects of my life
in Mexico and my life in the community of Yelapa, where I had my first
studio in Mexico.
The need and the search for a studio where I could work has been a
lifelong challenge and when I came to Vallarta I found the ideal place, a
plot of land by the Rio Cuale on Calle Cuauhtémoc, downtown; people
could come and find me and see my work. Some had already taken boats
and found me when I had a studio in Yelapa. This would be easier. At City
Hall they told me what to do, get your house number. I received my number
in the form of three glazed tiles with the crown of the Church of Guadalupe
printed on them, 6 3 5. Walking out with those tiles I felt a burst of intense
happiness, this was to be a new experience.
The street is named after the last great Emperor of Mexico, Cuauhtémoc.
He lost the Empire in battle to Cortés and is now a symbol of bravery and
sacrifice. After 75 days of battle, Cuauhtémoc surrendered and asked Cortés

Art Exhibition
opens Thursday, February 6 | 6 to 9 p.m.

to kill him “with the dagger you have in your belt”. Instead, he was tortured
by having his feet burned and then hanged on a ceiba tree. He asked, before
dying, “….why do you kill me without justice? May God demand it of you!”
To quote from the official site < www.semar.gob.mx > , “This cruel decision
shed a shadow of disgrace over the conqueror Cortés that has not been cleared
yet.” And so it was that I changed in an instant from being a struggling artist
to a fellow traveller with kings, heroes, martyrs and conquerors.
This ancient country became my new home.
My artwork explores the unexpected sights and beauty that surround me
and the life I work in.
The exhibition features more than 50 oil paintings and will be on display
until April with new works being added as Kyba carries on painting. Kyba’s
painting Miriam Reclining was featured in the Quinta Bienal de Monterrey
and subsequent book of the competition. National Geographic has published
her portrait of Carmen for several years. Her painting Bésame forms the
cover of the book Erotic Journeys.
Kyba does portraits on commission.

Kyba’s studio is open to visitors weekdays Monday to Friday from 12 noon to 5 p.m. Simply follow Calle Guerrero which changes to Cuauhtémoc at the
first curve in Gringo Gulch or come by way of the bridge in the Rio Cuale Park. Please pull the ribbons to ring the bell or call 322-147-0955 for other times.

Email: angie@angelinekyba.com | @angelinekyba
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Mexican Artist Victor Uhthoff

First opening reception
in Puerto Vallarta
at Galeria Contempo
Friday, February 7th, 2020
Víctor Uhthoff is a born visual
narrator. best known for his colorful
scenes that depict everyday life
in the big city. Each of his works
illustrates the unique perspective of
the artist as well as his relationship
to his urban surroundings.
With the style of painting Uhthoff
uses, the viewer is able to see
something different from every
angle of the painting, allowing them
to go into the depths of the painting
discovering more about it the longer
they view it.
Uhthoff was born and raised in
Mexico City. His grandfather came
from Germany, hence his last name.
Mexico City´s, influence can be
seen in his work through paintings
of the city’s streets, one of his main
influences. “The city and urban
areas are some of my inspiration,

aspects of the city and the suburbs of
Mexico City,” Uhthoff said. He said
that his favorite part of the city is to
get inspiration from changes in the
city. Right now, he is exploring La
Condesa, a well known neighbourhood
in Mexico City.
Women looking out from a balcony;
a couple riding their bicycles, young
men waiting for the bus; young women
of natural lasciviousness; urban traffic;
cars, pedestrians, motorcycles. Always
the dogs; noble and sleepy in control
of the situation, of any situation. Dogs
who are eye-witnesses, companions,
complements to human life. Dogs who
come and go; dogs who stay or leave,
but never cease to be the measure of
our passage through the city.
His paintings speak deeply of what it
is like to exist in a modern city.1950.
In another series of paintings,
his work depicts the freshness of
the moment and the emotion of his
nocturnal walkabouts in the city.
A faithful witness of lost traditions
and wizard of unsuspected emotions,
Uhthoff unveils the chromatic
mysteries of his love and passion of
the great city.

The artist will be present at Galeria Contempo for his opening reception
on Friday, the 7th of February, 2020, from 6 to 10 p.m.
This airy two story gallery is located in the South Side, at 252 Basilio Badillo,
Phone: 223-1925, www.galeriacontempo.com
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Where in the world is the Trem de Minas?
Christie Seeley
Vallartasounds.com

(See location number on Central Map)

Trem de Minas is a spectacular local musical group that is creating
quite a stir these days at the Cuates y Cuetes beachfront venue in the
Romantic Zone. The group is made up of Brian Macedo from Brazil on
guitar and voice, Roberto Falcón of Ciudad
Juarez on bass, Gary Flores of Puerto
Vallarta on percussion, and Oscar Terrazas
on saxophone.
I asked Brian about the meaning behind
the name Trem de Minas and he told me his
home state, Minas de Gerais in Brazil, was
a famous mining town that used the train to
transport its plentiful ore. Nowadays there
is only one train car in a central park to
remind people of the town’s illustrious past.
Brian left his home in the state Minas
Gerais - perhaps not by train - for Northern
Mexico in the early 2000s to visit his
brothers on his way to relocate to London.
His plans to live in Europe were interrupted, and he stayed in the North
of Mexico. He met Roberto Falcón at a church where he was playing
guitar in Ciudad Juárez. Roberto Falcón, primarily a jazz bassist, began
performing at the church as well, and soon the two were entertaining at
other events together. In 2006 Brian moved to Puerto Vallarta, alarmed
by the violence that was spreading in those years in the northern area.
Roberto soon joined him, and both have formed many meaningful
professional relationships here in Puerto Vallarta.
If you come to Trem de Minas looking only for bossa nova, you may
be surprised. Brian Macedo refers to his music as “confusion” music
- a mixture of cultures: Mexican and Brazilian, jazz, bossa nova and
samba. Roberto plays with many groups of various genres and loves the
variety. When he met Brian, he became fascinated with the Brazilian
sound and soon immersed himself in it. He too enjoys the concept of
combining their cultures for a unique and exciting musical experience.
Soon the two met Gary Flores, a super talented percussionist of like
mind, and brought him along. Gary plays with many different kinds
of bands from flamenco to jazz and is fascinated by the music they are
creating together.
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In addition to talking to the band, I was able to take some exciting
thoughts about their views from a recent TV interview on TV Mar Puerto
Vallarta, which I will share here.
When questioned about the power of music, Roberto said music was
a marvelous release for the audience and the musician as well, carrying
them both to new heights. All agreed
that when they take to the stage to
play, they feel as if they occupied an
alternate universe.
Brian said he believes communication
with the audience is essential. When he
begins playing, he assesses the crowd
searching for the best manner to engage
them and take them where they want to
go.
In Gary’s opinion, the original music
that comes from Brian is such that even
people who don’t know much about
music will thrill to it. The lyrics in
Portuguese are very poetic and sound
lovely even to non-Brazilain ears. Some words are recognizable and
bring in the listener. The addition of verses in Spanish also engages the
audience allowing them to participate on a higher level.
When asked about the influx of newcomers into the local music
community, Gary expressed his feeling that the music scene in Puerto
Vallarta is growing positively. He enjoys the interaction with upcoming
young musicians and those coming from other areas. Trem de Minas
is a group that believes in providing the best listening experience to its
fans and encourages other musicians to do the same. When you listen
to them and watch them perform, the positive aura that surrounds them
fills you with joy.
You can see Trem de Minas regularly at Cuates y Cuetes next to the
pier in the Zona Romantica on Sunday evenings from 8:30 to 10:30 p.m.,
Monday evenings from 6 to 8 p.m. and Saturdays from 1 to 3 in the
afternoon, Brian and Roberto play at Babel Bar on the Rio Cuale Island.
The group will soon release a CD of 7 original themes they are recording
in La Cruz de Huanacaxtle at Groove House studio. Stay tuned! You
can find a calendar with performance dates for these and other musicians
on my website vallartasounds.com
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Los Bambinos: Listeners’ Choice for local entertainment
Los Bambinos’ five NEW weekly, 8 to 10 p.m. shows are:
- Monday | HELP! Tribute to the Beatles | Seating begins at 6 p.m.
Growing up listening to the Beatles, The Morales brothers bring their
own four-part harmonies to the stage playing a show of classics. Los
Bambinos harmonies and instrumentation perfectly captures the sound of
one of the most recognized groups in musical history.
- Tuesday & Wednesday | Bohemian Rhapsody – QUEEN
| Seating begins at 6 p.m.
The QUEEN revival show is a great musical challenge for the group
with complex harmonies and sophisticated instrumentation. Full of energy
and rhythm, this show will make you vibrate as you experience a night full
of vocals.

Listening to local live music is a
great way to get to know a city. The
joyous culture of Puerto Vallarta really
comes through in Los Bambinos’
weekly shows, as they bring masterful
guitar and soaring harmonies to the
upbeat and feel-good performances
they are known for.
This season, Los Bambinos present
four weekly Rock n’ Roll shows
and one Latin show at Bambinos
Trattoria, the new place for Dinner &
Show in Puerto Vallarta.
For thirteen consecutive years,
Los Bambinos musical productions
capture audience delight. The group
of four brothers loves to perform;
“Rock n’ Roll” is an excellent sound
for Los Bambinos.
They bring the favored sounds of
the Rolling Stones, the Doors, Elvis,
The Beatles, Carlos Santana and the
Bee Gees to the stage right here
in Vallarta! They always add their
unique spin to the music, setting the
well-loved songs into the Mexican
musical landscape.

- Thursday | MUSIC LEGENDS | Seating begins at 6 p.m.
Los Bambinos take you on a music tour offering a great compilation of
the world’s most emblematic tunes from the 50’s, 60’s, 70’s, 80, and more!
Revive those memories and experience a fun and touching evening of a
spectacular selection of artists.
- Friday | LATIN NIGHT PARTY! | Seating begins at 6 p.m.
Come on down for a full evening of Latin music in their famous Latin
Music Show! This concert brings you the heart of Latin American music
that is an intimate part of Los Bambinos’ own musical history. In this
performance, the group showcases their musical upbringing performing
traditional Mexican music, contemporary favorites like Carlos Santana,
and Gypsy Kings flamenco along-side rhythmic selections by artists such
as Celia Cruz.

12

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

- Saturday | MEDIA LUNA | Dinner seating begins at 7 p.m.,
show starts at 8:30 p.m.
“Rumba On Fire” Don’t miss this incredible opportunity for an “up close
and personal” encounter with the extremely popular Gypsy Rumba/Latin
Fusion group Media Luna. Their show Rumba on Fire is created especially
for the intimate setting of Trattoria Los Bambinos. The fiery and original
music will blow you away and you will enjoy the proximity and availability
of the band members as they perform your favorites as well as the new pieces
they are constantly adding for your enjoyment. Reserve now!
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Vergara, the comedy of ‘I Love Lucy,’
and the voice of Celine Dion. Act2PV
is truly blessed to claim her as a part
of our ‘family,’ and I think she has
one of the most beautiful voices I
have ever heard!” Come and see
her “Legendary Ladies” show on
Wednesdays at 5:00 p.m. or Saturdays
at 7:30 p.m., and “Best of Broadway”
on Fridays at 7:00 p.m.!

Shows Opening this Week:

Reviews
TripAdvisor ★★★★★

Act2PV’s Beautiful Daniela Treviño
thanks her lucky stars
for her “Chance Encounter!”

Daniela Treviño’s dreams are
coming true after her “accidental
audition” at Act2PV last summer!
She had accompanied a friend to
pick up his paycheck when she saw
a microphone laying on a table and
picked it up and started singing.
Act2PV’s managing partner, Danny
Mininni, heard her voice and came
out of his office and said, “Girl, you
need to perform here at Act2PV! How
would you like to have your own
show?” The rest is history. Daniela
is now the star of her own show,
“Legendary Ladies,” and is one of the
four amazing performers in Act2PV’s
hit show, “The Best of Broadway”
musical revue!
Daniela started singing and writing
songs when she was a young girl.

She would share them with her
grandmother who encouraged her to
pursue her dreams. She loved listening
to Selena and Celine and Mariah
and Christina, and she practiced
their music for five hours every day.
At the age of 22, she started taking
singing lessons with a vocal coach who
taught her the technique of “belting,”
and later studied at the Academia de
Artes de Florencia in Mexico City and
the Escuela de Musica del Rock a la
Palabra in Mexico City. There, she
had the privilege of performing for
Mexican president, Felipe Calderon.
After various jobs of backup singing
in hotels around Mexico, Daniela saw
an audition notice for the Cirque du
Soleil production in Puerto Vallarta.
After 15 days of casting, she got the
job! She was thrilled to be able to
work with Gilles Croix, co-founder
of Cirque, (Rhythms of the Night)
as well as Eugenio Caballero, Oscar
winner for his lighting and sound
effects for the Mexican film, Pan’s
Labyrinth. She continued to study
with other coaches and sing at Cirque
du Soleil, and for the past two years,
was designated as Lead Singer for
their new project, Savia!
So, dreams really do come true!
Danny Mininni says, “This gorgeous
young woman has the looks of Sofia

“We went to see Daniela’s show last
night... It is also called Legendary
Ladies. It is an awesome production.
Daniela is the star of the show and
she is amazing and has great stage
performance...and is beautiful! She sang
songs from a few artists including Celine
Dion, Cher and Barbara Streisand (as
well as a few others). She has a couple
good looking male dancers that work
with her as well.I highly recommend
this show. You won’t be disappointed!”
“...The songs she sang were some
of my favorites, songs not often
heard anymore, which made me very
nostalgic. Her voice spans several
octaves; but it is her personality that
grabs your attention and makes you
wish you had her as your best friend.
We generally enjoy everything that
ACT II puts on, but this one was a
special treat. So treat yourself and
don’t miss this show.”
“... the musically gifted Daniela
Trevino sings like an angel and
dances like a pro. She was the lead in
Rhythms of the Night and since last
week performs exclusively at ACT
II. Her performance oozes sexuality.
Definitely recommend seeing her.”
“So cool to see Mexican artists
shining that much. Daniela has to
be for sure one of the best singers
in Vallarta and the dancers are
passioned and full of Energy. I really
had a great Time.”
“Daniela Trevino’s voice and
stage presence is awesome! She is a
talented singer and delivers a variety
of well known songs made famous by
female legends. Her performance in
the “Red Room” is both intimate and
entertaining!”
“...If i could rate higher than 5
stars, I WOULD!!!!!”

“LaRue’s Rouge”
A Broadway/Vaudeville/Burlesque
show, presented by Kimberly LaRue
Opening Night - Tuesday, February
4 - Party 6:00 p.m. / Show 7:00 p.m.
At last! A dream come true!   A
“Broadway/Vaudeville/Burlesque”
show is coming to Puerto Vallarta!
NYC dancer (and new Puerto Vallarta
resident), Kimberly LaRue, will
present ‘LaRue’s Rouge,” a bedazzling
extravaganza,
featuring beautiful
showgirls, gorgeous guys, dynamic
singers and fabulous entertainers in a
show full of fun, glitz, love and surprise!
Kim has assembled an amazing group of
local performers to star in this show. As
a dance professional, she has personally
choreographed and performed in many
NYC musical theater productions, as well
as contemporary and improvisational
works for the stage.
Act2PV is
THRILLED to be able to take advantage
of her considerable experience and talent!
Five years ago, Kimberly choreographed
Act2PV’s very first production, “AChorus
Line,” as well as the first Encuentros
de Danza. She also choreographed
an outdoor theatrical/dance event for
“Dia De Los Innocentes,” and the
fun and fabulous “PV Flash Mob!”
Last May, she presented her second
“Encuentros de Danza” at Act2PV to
a sold-out audience! Kim is a fabulous
dancer and choreographer and is looking
forward to spending more time in Puerto
Vallarta! Act II is thrilled to welcome
her back and can’t wait for you to see her
show! Produced by Act2PV and directed
by Kimberly LaRue.
Tickets are available at act2pv.com!
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two acts epitomized the soft rock/pop
musical sounds that became hugely
popular in the 70’s, and is still loved
around the world today.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“We saw two of Us Two’s shows in
the past week. This couple and their
band are absolutely phenomenal. Their
energy, stage presence, showmanship,
and musical abilities are top rate. Plus,
they have a band full of top quality
musicians to back them up.”

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“The BeeGees /
Elton John”
A Musical Tribute to these
legendary singers!
OPENING NIGHT Sunday, February 2 - 7:30 p.m.
Vallarta’s #1 Musical Duo, UsTwo
(and their live band), presents a
musical tribute to two of the most
beloved musical acts of the 20th
century, The BeeGees and Elton
John! UsTwo, featuring Daniel Celis
and Noemi Plascencia, will perform
some of the most notorious songs of
these iconic entertainers, such as How
Deep is Your Love, Tragedy, Stayin’
Alive, Night Fever and Your Song,
Candle in the Wind, Crocodile Rock,
Daniel, and more! Their repertoire
changes with each performance as
they keep adding new repertoire, but
these amazing vocalists (and their live
band) will definitely treat you to an
unforgettable evening of music!  
The Bee Gees is one of the topselling musical groups of all time!
The talented Gibb brothers were most
popular in the 60’s and 70’s. and were
well-known for their tight harmonies
and incredible musicianship. They
have sold 220 million records and
were inducted into the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame.
Sir Elton John (born Reginald
Kenneth Dwight) first became famous
in the early 1970’s for his oversize
glasses and outrageous outfits, but his
enduring popularity and incredible
talent have earned him five Grammy
awards, induction into the Rock ‘n
Roll Hall of Fame, and sales of over
300 million albums! Together, these

has it all! These guys met when they
performed together in Altar Boyz, an
Off-Broadway musical, and decided
to create an official “boy band” of
their own! Their shows are interactive
and nostalgic and pay homage to the
dynamic and romantic style of the
originals while highlighting their own
considerable talents, heartthrob good
looks, and seductive attitudes. As
hard as it may be to imagine, the band
actually sounds (and looks) better than
the original groups that they cover!
Tickets are available at act2pv.com
“These are all men with real
voices, trained to deliver real vocals,
without auto-tuning and control
booth trickery. To sit in a room and
listen to voices sing so big that your
heart swells, and so small that your

“The Boy Band
Project”
Broadway Stars, Boys, Bootyshaking, Belting and all your
Favorite
Boy
Band
Hits!
Opening Night – Sunday, February
2 - Party 8:30 p.m. / Show 9:30 p.m.
Recently seen on “Good Morning
America,” headlining on Atlantis
Cruises, and as cover boys for the
NYC Pride issue of GetOut Magazine,
The Boy Band Project, is an all gay,
scintillating, boy band cover group
that re-imagines the sound, movement,
and energy of NSYNC, Backstreet
Boys, Hanson, One Direction, 98
Degrees, O-town, BoyzIIMen, Jonas
Brothers and more. This musical
thrill-fest features a group of boys
direct from Broadway’! So, if you
can’t say “Bye Bye Bye” to the hits
of your favorite guy groups from the
’90s to the present, now’s your chance
to you can see them covered by a hot
roster of effervescent, energy-ridden
and extremely sexy boys! These guys
prove that while some people have
brains, some have looks, and others
have talent, the Boy Band Project

Puerto Vallarta loves the
Broadway musical, MAMMA MIA!
In fact, it is the most exciting
production ever in Vallarta history
and has been selling out every time
it is performed! It has sold more
tickets in just 2 ½ months than
any other show in Puerto Vallarta
history! As a result, Act2PV and
MTI International have extended
the show into February! MAMMA
MIA!, inspired and enhanced by
well-known ABBA tunes, is a
“feel good” kind of show that will
make you want to sing along to the
familiar songs, and get up and dance
in the aisles! In fact, people are
returning to see it again and again!
The story revolves around Sophie, a
20-year old bride, who is planning
to get married in a little hotel on a

heart melts, is, in and of itself, a
treat not to be taken for granted. Add
spectacularly synchronized steps,
genuinely gorgeous gyrations, sexy
smoldering stares, and you’ve got
an hour of blissfully entertaining
time away from the harsh realities
that await you, on the street, on your
phone, on your computer, on your tv
screen. What makes the show so good
is that these super hot guys bring all
the tongue in cheek humor you would
hope for in a boy band cover group,
spontaneously interacting with the
audience from the stage and out in
the house (be prepared for the fourth
wall to be seriously broken down), and
then they hit you with the harmonies,
the harmonies, the harmonies. The
solos, the solos, the solos. The talent
on the stage is simply overwhelming!”
- Steven Mosher, Broadway World
Greek island where she has worked
with her single mother, Donna,
her whole life. Unbeknownst to
Donna, Sophie has longed to find the
father she has never known. After
accidentally finding and reading her
mother’s diary, she finds clues that
point to three lovers from her mom’s
“free-spirited” past that “might” be
her father. Sophie secretly invites all
three of these men to her wedding,
and hilarity ensues!
This delightful story features lots
of nostalgic singing and dancing, as
well as a HUGE cast, a creative and
colorful set design, beautiful, customcreated costumes, and brilliant
choreography! Get your tickets now
at act2pv.com. Shows are Mondays,
Thursdays and Saturdays.
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Fantastic!
Amazing
castExcellent singing, acting, dancing.
Stephanie Wright Watts’s “The
Winner Takes It All” performance
was powerful. Brought tears to
my eyes. Terrific choreography,
costumes, sets, lighting. Such a fun
evening including pre-show singer
in the bar. Highly recommend!”

TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Finally took in Mamma Mia last
night and it was so worth the wait!! So
entertaining from start to finish, loved
the music, the sets, the costumes, the
actors!! Just great entertainment all
round! Would love to go again, and
plan to!”
“...The audience could not
contain themselves at the very least.
Star after star took bows and seen
in their eyes there was no doubt
that they were utterly pleased with
the play and loved that so many
people were standing and cheering
without end. There is the possibility
that this is the top production in
the history of Act2PV. It is that
good, a show not to be missed.”
~ Gary Beck - More of Beck’s
Best: Theater, Cabaret and More
w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m / g r o u p s /
PuertoVallartaShows
“The shows at Act II are always
high-quality and entertaining,
and Mamma Mia! is no exception.
If anything, Act II has raised the
bar with their production of this
fast-paced and hilarious show
that features the music of Abba.
Even if you’re like me and not
really a fan of Abba, I’m sure you’ll
enjoy Abba’s songs the way they are
presented by Act II’s cast of Mamma
Mia! I was impressed by the quality
of the singing delivered by the whole
cast, soloists and chorus alike. The
music, combined with energetic
choreography and a zany storyline,
makes for a thoroughly enjoyable
experience…”

“The audience appreciation was
transmitted via earthquake footstomping vibrations and thunderous
applause. Feels like an evening
to an NYC broadway theatre for
acting casting choreography and
costumes.” - William Larkin
“Mama Mia was the best ever. The
cast was amazing, so talented and
entertaining. The entire show was
a delight to see. The performances,
costumes, set and range of talent is
the best I have seen.” - Christine C

“Mama Mia last night was
simply fantastic! As a long time
fan of ABBA’s music and the movie
version of this stage performance
using for the most part local talent
and several pros, I was anticipating
a somewhat watered-down version
but that was not the case. ACT 11
has consistently improved over the
years and this year Danny M. has
once again surprised both my wife
and I with an improved venue and a
stellar production. Very well done, a
must see whether you are a local or
visitor you won’t be disappointed.”

“High energy and great vocals
make this a must see performance.
The cast of Mamma Mia really
connected and energized the
audience. Act II is a intimate theatre
where every seat has a great view of
the stage, the lounge is a great spot
to have a drink before the show and
socialize with the other guests. I was
really impressed on how you meet the
cast on your way out of the show. It
was truly an amazing experience!!”
“Ovation after ovation!! What a
night!! ♥️ We have seen West End,
Broadway and Toronto.
Your
production surpasses!
Kudos,
Bouquets and Congratulations!” ~
Donna Larkin

“...What a delightful evening.
★★★★ We knew it would be fun, but
from start to finish it was absolutely
incredible. We will be taking our
friends as they come into town.” ~
Randy Reed
Be sure to check out MAMMA
MIA!’s other reviews on TripAdvisor
and Google.com! To buy tickets,
go to www.act2pv.com
Get your tickets now because every
performance has been sold out!

“Best of Broadway”
A musical/dance revue of your
favorite Broadway tunes
Fridays 7:00 p.m.
The “Best of Broadway,” is one of
the most exciting productions ever
experienced at Act2! Directed by
Act2PV managing partner, Danny
Mininni, this show is magical!
Featuring four amazing singer/dancers,
Daniela Treviño, star of Act2’s “Let’s
Get Loud - Showgirl,” Faride Talamas,
co-star of last year’s “Twist & Shout,”
Marc Lopez, whose “Crooners and
Legends” show just debuted at Act2
this week, and Víctor Do Espirito,
former lead singer at Hard Rock Hotel
in Riviera Maya and Puerto Vallarta,
the audience was spellbound by the
high calibre of musical expertise,
choreography and showmanship that
each person brought to the stage.
People have said it is on par with
West End and Broadway productions!
“Best of Broadway” showcases 20+
songs from Broadway shows, including
A Chorus Line, Grease, Dream Girls,
Funny Girl, Les Miserables, Wicked,
Cats, West Side Story, Sound of Music
and many more! It features incredible
dancing, creative set designs, gorgeous
costumes and beautiful choral
harmonies, duets, solos, and mini
vignettes, each song sparkling with
pure Broadway brilliance! If you love
any kind of music, you will love this
show! It is being performed every
Friday evening at 7:00 p.m. and tickets
are available at act2pv.com
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Reviews:

All Shows this Week at ACT2PV:

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

FABULOUS FRIDAY, January 31
5:00 - “Whitney & Tina,” starring Voice of Mexico Runner-Up
and #1 Songstress in Puerto Vallarta, Diana Villamonte
7:00 - “Best of Broadway,” a musical/dance revue featuring your favorite Broadway tunes
7:30 - “Hello, My Name is Elder Smith,” featuring the fabulous singer,
Daniel LeClaire, who played “Elder Smith” in Book of Mormon on Broadway!
9:30 - “Tossed Salad,” featuring drag diva, Hedda Lettuce

“If you are in Puerto Vallarta during
January or February, Act 2 theatre on
Basilio Badillo has a great show. The
Best of Broadway is a review of many
well loved musicals. The show is every
Friday at 7 p.m. and you can get tickets
on line or buy in person. Popular
musicals included: Cats, South Pacific,
Wicked, Rent, Sound of Music, Evita,
Les Miserables, Phantom to name just
a few. Performers had great voices
and the production team did a A plus
job. Highly recommend!!”

performers were able to do the dozens
of costume changes during the show to
match the theme of the songs they sang.
Congratulations to the performers and
the production personnel for this quality
entertainment.” ~ Christine Hegi
“Such a fantastic show at Act II tonight!
BROADWAY show was full of dance and
songs, featuring 4 very talented singers
whose voices blended beautifully!” ~
Sharon Baughman White
“They took my breath away!” ~ Ed Gill

“... Months of planning and
rehearsing have culminated with
a musical revue of many favorite
Broadway shows. Four young
established Latin singers/dancers join
in giving a memorable evening of not
only great songs but the choreography,
charm and delight burst forth over the
crowd constantly ... This is a wonderful
spotlight on Broadway musicals with
a cast of four artists who will be
heard often in the future. Following
each of them will be a pleasure.
They are at the top of their class.“
Gary R. Beck, More of Beck’s Best:
Theater, Cabaret and More!
w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m / g r o u p s /
PuertoVallartaShows
“The Best of Broadway is a must-see
for anyone who is a fan of show tunes.
The quality of singing rivals any of
these shows I have seen in New York!
It is seemingly impossible that the

“Congratulations to everyone
involved in ‘Best of Broadway’ which
opened tonight at Act II Entertainment
Stages. ... This attractive quartet
treated us to a mix of Broadway hits,
old and new, ranging from ‘West Side
Story’ to ‘Wicked’... ‘Funny Girl’
to ‘Rent’. The slick group harmony
numbers were interspersed with solo
slots to showcase the performers’
individual talents and styles, with some
real show-stopper moments along the
way. Very impressive! Well done all.”
~ Alex McLauchlan

SUPER SATURDAY, February 1
5:00 - “Hello, My Name is Elder Smith,” featuring the fabulous singer,
Daniel LeClaire, who played “Elder Smith” in Book of Mormon on Broadway!
7:00 - MAMMA MIA!, the Broadway Musical
7:30 - “Legendary Ladies / Celine Dion,” featuring the music of the legendary ladies
of Las Vegas, including Celine Dion, Barbra, Cher, Charo and more!
9:30 - “The B**ch is Back!” featuring drag diva, Mama Tits
SUNDAY FUNDAY, February 2
5:00 - “Linda Ronstadt: In My Voice,” a musical tribute to Linda Ronstadt starring Brenda Gaviño
7:00 - “MJ Live,” a musical singing/dancing tribute to Michael Jackson
7:30 - (OPENING NIGHT) “BeeGees / Elton,” starring the musical duo, Us Two
9:30 - (OPENING NIGHT) “Boy Band Project,” featuring 4 Broadway Stars, Boys,
Booty-shaking, Belting and all your Favorite Boy Band Hits! Party - 8:30 / Show 9:30
MOTOWN MAMA MIA MONDAY, February 3
5:00 - “A Little Bit of Tammie,” featuring RuPaul Drag Race TV Legend, Tammie Brown
7:00 - MAMMA MIA!, the Broadway Musical
7:30 - “Beyond Motown,” starring Voice of Mexico Runner-Up
and #1 Songstress in Puerto Vallarta, Diana Villamonte
9:30 - “The B**ch is Back,” featuring drag diva, Mama Tits
TERRIFIC TUESDAY, February 4
5:00 - “Crooners & Legends,” featuring Marc Lopez singing music from
Jersey Boys, Frankie Valli, Michael Buble and more.
7:00 - (OPENING NIGHT) “LaRue’s Rouge,” a Broadway / Vaudeville /
Burlesque show (Party - 6:00 / Show7:00)
7:30 - “Hello, My Name is Elder Smith,” featuring singer Daniel LeClaire,
who played Elder Smith in Book of Mormon on Broadway!
9:30 - Steve Grand, singer/songwriter and overnight internet sensation
WONDERFUL WEDNESDAY, February 5
5:00 - 7:30 - “Legendary Ladies / Celine Dion,” featuring the music of the legendary
ladies of Las Vegas, including Celine Dion, Barbra, Cher, Charo and more!
7:00 - AVENUE Q, a quirky, very funny Broadway musical!
7:30 - “Fleetwood Mac & The Eagles,” featuring the musical duo, UsTwo
9:30 - “Boy Band Project,” featuring 4 Broadway Stars, Boys, Booty-shaking,
Belting and all your Favorite Boy Band Hits!
THANKFUL THURSDAY, February 6
5:00 - “The B**ch is Back,” featuring drag diva, Mama Tits
7:00 - MAMMA MIA!, the Broadway Musical
7:30 - Steve Grand, singer/songwriter and overnight internet sensation
9:30 - “Tossed Salad,” featuring drag diva, Hedda Lettuce
FABULOUS FRIDAY ,February 7
5:00 - “Whitney & Tina” starring Diana Villamonte, Voice of Mexico Runner-Up
and #1 Songstress in Puerto Vallarta
7:00 - “Best of Broadway!” a musical revue of your favorite Broadway tunes
7:30 - “Hello, My Name is Elder Smith,” featuring the fabulous singer,
Daniel LeClaire, who played “Elder Smith” in Book of Mormon on Broadway!
9:30 - “Tossed Salad,” featuring drag diva, Hedda Lettuce
10:00 - “LaRue’s Rouge” a Broadway / Vaudeville / Burlesque Show
Please check out the reviews for these shows at “Act II Entertainment”
on TripAdvisor and GoogleMyBusiness.com! For more information
about these shows, or to buy tickets, go to act2pv.com!
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Show Descriptions

& Lyrics by Robert Lopez and
Jeff Marx, Book by Jeff Whitty,
Based on an original concept by
Robert Lopez and Jeff Marx.
Avenue Q is presented through
special arrangement with Music
Theater International (MTI). All
authorized materials are also
presented by MTI, 423 W 55th
St, NYC, NY 10019 - (212) 5414684 / (212) 397-4684 FAX www.
MTIShows.com (See description
above - Wednesday shows only)

Great talents both of them and their
band and crew! 2.5 hours of music
flew by with us wanting more. We
loved their special flare for their songs
and their amazing voices and banter.
Can’t wait to come back next. The
theatre venue itself is wonderful as
well with great staff serving during the
performance. Definitely recommend!”

“Beyond Motown”

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

Avenue Q

Avenue Q is a quirky, funny
Broadway musical featuring puppets
and live actors!
AVENUE Q is a delightful, laughout-loud American musical that was
performed on Broadway from 2003 to
2019. Filled with gut-busting humor
and a delightfully catchy score (not to
mention the use of full-size puppets
that are animated by unconcealed
human puppeteers), Avenue Q is a truly
unique show that has quickly become
a favorite for audiences everywhere!
Although the show addresses
humorous adult issues… (puppet
sex!)… and is not recommended for
children, it is actually very similar to
a “well-known children’s television
show” where puppets are friends.
Audiences everywhere have been
captivated by this fresh and funny
story, and it won the prestigious 2004
“Triple Crown” for Tony Awards….
BEST MUSIC, BEST SCORE and
BEST BOOK! During its 6-month
run at Act2PV three years ago, almost
every show was sold out!
The story of AVENUE Q takes place
in New York City and the street is
Avenue Q, the only address a person
can afford when they’re fresh out of
college, out of a job, or just trying
to find their purpose in life. It is a
coming-of-age parable that satirizes
the issues and anxieties of entering
adulthood. Produced by Act2PV,
directed by Alfonso Lopez.
AVENUE Q has not been
authorized or approved by the
Jim Henson Company or Sesame
Workshop,
which
have
no
responsibility for its content. Music

“I thoroughly enjoyed, laughed until
I cried, and I’m a sucker for happy
endings - I’ve seen this show countless
times before, in Ogunquit, Maine; New
York City .... This performance rivaled
the Best of them!...”

“The BeeGees / Elton John”
A New Musical Tribute to these
legendary singers! OPENING
NIGHT - February 2 - 7:30 p.m.
Vallarta’s #1 Musical Duo, UsTwo
(and their live band), presents a musical
tribute to two of the most beloved musical
acts of the 20th century, The BeeGees and
Elton John! UsTwo, featuring Daniel
Celis and Noemi Plascencia, will perform
some of the most notorious songs of these
iconic entertainers, such as How Deep
is Your Love, Tragedy, Stayin’ Alive,
Night Fever and Your Song, Candle in
the Wind, Crocodile Rock, Daniel, and
more! Their repertoire changes with each
performance as they keep adding new
repertoire, but these amazing vocalists
(and their live band) will definitely treat
you to an unforgettable evening of music!  
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Had the awesome pleasure of
checking out Us Two last night with
Daniel & Noemi! They’re amazing!

“Best of Broadway!”
A 5-star musical revue of your
favorite Broadway shows
Act2PV welcomes four amazing
performers in its “Best of Broadway”
Musical Revue! Featuring Daniela
Treviño (star of Act2PV’s “Let’s Get
Loud/Showgirl”), Faride Talamas
(star of last year’s “Twist & Shout”),
Marc Lopez (star of “Legends and
Crooners,” and Victor Do Esperito,
(newcomer to Act2PV, but wellknown all over the bay), this show
is certain to “tickle your Broadway
taste buds!” The “Best of Broadway”
showcases favorite songs from A
Chorus Line, Grease, Dream Girls,
Funny Girl, Les Miserables, Wicked,
Cats, Sound of Music and many more!
Featuring incredible dancing, creative
set designs, gorgeous costumes and
beautiful choral harmonies, duets,
solos, and mini vignettes, each
song sparkles with pure Broadway
brilliance! This show is great for
all ages and is a must-see in Puerto
Vallarta! Produced by Act2PV and
directed by Danny MIninni.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“This was a fabulous show and
the entertainment did not disappoint.
We always love the acts at Act II
entertainment. Well worth the money.”
“Imagine four spectacular voices and
many of your most beloved musicals
and you have The Best of Broadway. A
night of memories and sheer delight.”
~ Tom Bernes

Diana Villamonte, Vallarta’s #1
songstress (and runner-up in “The Voice
of Mexico”) has returned for her THIRD
SOLD-OUT SEASON! Featuring songs
by The Supremes, Michael Jackson,
Queen, The Temptations, Frank Sinatra,
Mariah Carey, The Jackson 5, Stevie
Wonder, Marvin Gaye, Alicia Keys, and
MANY more….
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“...Powerfully gifted singer… natural
and captivating stage performer…”

“The B**ch is Back”
The beloved Mama Tits, Vallarta’s
6’7” POWERHOUSE vocalist and
drag queen, returns to Act2PV for her
5th season, Mama Tits is back with
another raw and witty take on life,
sex, relationships and living your
truth, with all new music and stories,
including jazz, blues, pop and rock!
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“...hysterically funny and sings
beautifully, all while being incredible
honest and moving about her true life
experience..”

“The Boy Band Project”
Featuring 4 Broadway Stars,
Boys, Booty-shaking, Belting and
all your Favorite Boy Band Hits!
Opening Night – Sunday, February
2 - Party 8:30 p.m. / Show 9:30 p.m.
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Recently seen on “Good Morning
America,” headlining on Atlantis
Cruises, and as cover boys for the
NYC Pride issue of GetOut Magazine,
The Boy Band Project, is an all gay,
scintillating, boy band cover group
that re-imagines the sound, movement,
and energy of NSYNC, Backstreet
Boys, Hanson, One Direction, 98
Degrees, O-town, BoyzIIMen, Jonas
Brothers and more. This musical
thrill-fest features a group of boys
direct from Broadway’! So, if you
can’t say “Bye Bye Bye” to the hits
of your favorite guy groups from the
’90s to the present, now’s your chance
to you can see them covered by a hot
roster of effervescent, energy-ridden
and extremely sexy boys! These guys

Can’t Take My Eyes Off of You, and
many many more, “Crooners and
Legends,” singer/dancer Marc Lopez,
is an international crooner who as
performed in The United States,
Europe and all over Mexico. Most
recently, Marc was a headliner in
one of the most popular nightclubs in
Mexico City, and is currently starring
in Act2PV’s headlining show, “The
Best of Broadway.”
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“...Huge talent, awesome vocals,
and charismatic personality. You will
not be disappointed!”

prove that while some people have
brains, some have looks, and others
have talent, the Boy Band Project
has it all! These guys met when they
performed together in Altar Boyz, an
Off-Broadway musical, and decided
to create an official “boy band” of
their own! Their shows are interactive
and nostalgic and pay homage to the
dynamic and romantic style of the
originals while highlighting their own
considerable talents, heartthrob good
looks, and seductive attitudes. As
hard as it may be to imagine, the band
actually sounds (and looks) better than
the original groups that they cover!

“Crooners & Legends”
Featuring music from The Jersey
Boys, Frank Sinatra, Frankie Valli,
and many more of the greatest
crooners and legends of all time
Our goal is to delight your senses by
touching a favorite memory from
the past, and nothing does that better
than music! With songs like Who
Loves You, Baby, Sweet Caroline,
Sway, Fly Away, Unchained Melody,

“Fleetwood Mac
& The Eagles”
The magical musical duo, Us Two,
is featured in a musical tribute to the
everlasting and timeless music of two
unforgettable groups from the 70s…
FLEETWOOD MAC and THE
EAGLES! UsTwo will perform songs
that will bring back memories from
these two great groups, such as New
Kid in Town, One of These Nights,
Take It Easy, Heartache Tonight,
Dreams Everywhere, Landslide,
Desperado and many more.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“...OMG! This has to be one of the
best concerts I have seen in a very long
time!…”

“Hello, My Name
is Elder Smith”
Songs,
stories
and
dance
by Daniel LeClaire, Star of
Broadway’s “Book of Mormon”
Daniel LeClaire, the actor who
played “Elder Smith” in Broadway’s
hit musical, Book of Mormon, is now
performing at Act2PV! This worldrenowned singer/songwriter/actor has
performed at many famous venues
around the world and has shared the
stage with such legends as Betty
White and Cher! He electrifies his
audiences with his beautiful singing,
high energy, and intriguing good
looks! He sings and dances his way
through many of the most well-known
hits from the decades, including
Bridge Over Troubled Water, Try a
Little Tenderness, Defying Gravity,
Come Fly with Me, Summertime,
and many more! Daniel currently
stars in the heart-throb Boy Band
Project, (premiering February 2 in
the Red Room)! Act2PV is truly
honored to welcome Daniel to the
Red Room! Check out his music on
YouTube! https://www.youtube.com/
results?search_query=daniel+leclaire!
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Such a sweetheart and what a
voice” - Betty White
“Fabulous!” - CHER
“Lyrically so expressive and
musically haunting” - Liz Caplan
(celebrity vocal coach)

“LaRue’s Rouge”
A Broadway/Vaudeville/Burlesque
show, presented by Kimberly LaRue
Opening Night - Tuesday, February
4 - Party 6:00 p.m. / Show 7:00 p.m.
At last! A dream come true!   A
“Broadway/Vaudeville/Burlesque”
show is coming to Puerto Vallarta!
NYC dancer (and new Puerto

Vallarta resident), Kimberly LaRue,
will present ‘LaRue’s Rouge,” a
bedazzling extravaganza, featuring
beautiful showgirls, gorgeous guys,
dynamic singers and fabulous
entertainers in a show full of fun,
glitz, love and surprise! Kim has
assembled an amazing group of local
performers to star in this show. As a
dance professional, she has personally
choreographed and performed in many
NYC musical theater productions,
as well as contemporary and
improvisational works for the stage.
Act2PV is THRILLED to be able to
take advantage of Kim’s considerable
experience and talent! (Act2PV
Managing Partner, Danny Mininni,
has a cameo role in this show, too! Be
sure to see him doing what he loves to
do… performing on stage!)

“Linda Ronstadt,
In My Voice”
Singer/Dancer Brenda Gaviño
who has always had a special affinity
for the music of the timeless living
legend, Linda Ronstadt.
Singing
songs like Blue Bayou… You’re No
Good, Poor, Poor Pitiful Me, Just One
Look, Allison, and more….. Brenda’s
stunning likeness, as well as her
beautiful, clear voice, and refreshing
smile is the perfect combination to
take on such an amazing performer!
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“...Brenda was GREAT during hr Linda
Ronstadt tribute, and her set of latin music,
boleros, etc.is where she truly shined...”
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Google.com reviews are out of this
world!
(See description above.)
Mondays, Thursdays & Saturdays
TripAdvisor ★★★★★

TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“...saw Steve Grand’s all-acoustic,
solo music show where he played
piano, guitar and sang…”

“This has to be one of the greatest
productions in Puerto Vallarta. Have
seen many BroadwayNYC and London
productions and this compares favorably.
A must see when visiting PV.”

“Legendary Ladies /
Celine Dion”
A musical tribute to the iconic music
of the legendary ladies of Las Vegas
Daniela Treviño, one of the stars of
Act2PV’s hit musical revue, “Best of
Broadway,” performs a musical tribute
to many of the wonderful women who
have performed in Las Vegas over the
years. Saluting Celine, Barbra, Charo,
Cher and many more, this young lady is
one of Mexico’s brightest shining stars,
and has the best voice Vallarta has seen
in decades! Her show is a must-see in
Vallarta. You will never forget her!
Tickets are available at act2pv.com
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
Legendary Ladies
“... amazing and has great stage
performance...and is beautiful! She
sang songs from a few artists including
Celine Dion, Cher and Barbara
Streisand (as well as a few others).
She has a couple good looking male
dancers that work with her as well.
I highly recommend this show. You
won’t be disappointed!”

MAMMA MIA!
MAMMA MIA!, the Broadway
Musical, is featured on the Main
Stage! This is the most exciting
production in Vallarta history and
has been selling out every time it is
performed! Audiences are raving
about it and the TripAdvisor and

A musical and dance tribute to the
music and dance of Michael Jackson,
featuring
internationally-renowned
Michael Jackson impersonator, Jose
Martinez. Incredible lighting and
sound effects by Sebastien Lepage.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“...MJ singer had all the unique moves
of MJ and was spot on in the delivery!
... An incredible experience…”

TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“...The Best Entertainment in PV…”

Shows Opening Soon:

“Tossed Salad”

MJ LIVE!

The Temptations, Frank Sinatra,
Mariah Carey, The Jackson 5, Stevie
Wonder, Marvin Gaye, Alicia Keys,
and MANY more….

featuring 6-time Drag Queen of the
Year Award-winner (HX magazine)
and the legendary “green goddess”
of drag, Hedda Lettuce. Celebrating
her fifth season at the Red Room
Cabaret, Hedda will toss out the perfect
mix of fresh, crisp improvisational
comedy, bawdy and biting wit, light
dancing and lush, live (NOT lipsynched) singing! All this, along with
her colorful costumes, creates the
perfect show!

Tuesday, February 18 “Miscast Men of Broadway”
Featuring Broadway stars from the
Boy Band Project performing songs
for roles they would never be cast in!
An evening of fun, laughter and tears!

TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“...Absolutely one of the most
hilarious shows I’ve ever seen!”

Steve Grand

“Whitney & Tina”

Singer/songwriter and overnight
internet sensation, Steve Grand,
shares his highly vulnerable and
personable stage presence on the Red
Room Stage, making his frequently
SOLD OUT shows feel like an intimate
gathering of friends in his living room
as he accompanies himself on piano and
guitar and interacts with the audience
between songs. This all-new, up-close
and intimate show will feature many
of your favorite songs from Steve’s
original catalog, as well as some of his
favorite music by Queen, Elton John,
George Michael, Billy Joel, Kacey
Musgraves and more!

starring
Diana
Villamonte,
Vallarta’s #1 songstress (and runnerup in “The Voice of Mexico.”)
Returning for her THIRD SOLDOUT SEASON, Diana starts the
evening off with this very popular
tribute show, featuring songs by The
Supremes, Michael Jackson, Queen,

About Act2PV:
With FOUR shows every night,
Act2PV has been voted the #1
Entertainment Venue in the Banderas
Bay and #3 on the list of “Things
to Do in Puerto Vallarta!” If you
are looking for high-quality theater
productions, internationally renowned
musical cabaret or drag shows,
Act2PV continues to bring you the
BEST OF THE BEST entertainment
for 2020! This beautiful, 5-star venue
truly has something for everyone!
Act2PV’s incredible entertainment, with
its amazing sound and lighting systems, is
on par with any theater in North America!
Excellent live musical entertainment
(with no cover) is also offered in the
beautiful, fully-equipped Encore bar!
Come early and enjoy a drink!
Tickets are available at act2pv.com

Please check out the many reviews for Act2PV shows at “Act
II Entertainment” on TripAdvisor and GoogleMyBusiness.
com and Facebook! For more information, or to buy tickets,
go to act2pv.com! You can also get your tickets at our Box
Office which is open daily from 10:00 am to 10:00 p.m..

Health Matters
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The Healing
Power
of Plants
mazcalteotl@gmail.com

Ricardo Mazcal
Herbalist

Dementia: Herbal management
Dementia is a syndrome associated
with progressive impairments in
memory and learning ability, cognitive
skills, and daily activities of living,
and quality of life. There are more
than 50 million people with dementia
worldwide.
Alzheimer’s is a progressive disease
of the brain where abnormal structures
called ‘plaques’ and ‘tangles’ build
up inside the brain that slowly causes
impairment in memory and cognitive
function.
The precise cause is
unknown, and no cure is available.
Herbal medicines have been used
for the management of dementia-like
symptoms for centuries and provide
viable therapies for dementia due to
their multi-component and multitarget method.
There are many types of dementia.
After Alzheimer’s disease, other
common forms of dementia include
Parkinson’s
disease,
dementia
with Lewy bodies, frontotemporal
dementia, Huntington’s disease, and
alcohol-related dementia.
Currently, effective pharmaceutical
formulations for dementia are lacking.
Existing treatment primarily focuses
on symptomatic management and
the prevention of additional brain

damage. In the absence of satisfactory
pharmacological therapies, many people
with dementia turn to complementary
medicine, including herbal treatments,
acupuncture, nutraceuticals, yoga, tai
chi, and music therapy.
The use of herbal medicine for the
treatment of aging-related disorders
was documented in literature more
than 2000 years ago in ancient China,
where herbal remedies were used to
boost memory function.
Cognitive impairment, especially
executive dysfunction, is the primary
symptom of dementia, which can also
cause trouble in mood and conduct and
reduces the quality of life.
The risk factors associated with
Dementia
include
hypertension,
hyperlipidemia, diabetes, genetic
disposition, cardiac diseases, physical
inactivity, and obesity.
Bioactive compounds and mechanisms
of commonly used herbs for dementia
boost memory and cognitive functions
and manage behavioral and psychological
symptoms associated with dementia.
Some of the most widely used and
studied herbs include Ginkgo biloba,
Curcuma longa, Panax ginseng, Panax
notoginseng, Bacopa monnieri, Crocus
sativus, and Camellia sinensis.

Ginkgo biloba leaf extract is one
of the most studied medicinal herbs.
Ginkgo leaf extract is widely used for
aging-related memory disorders in
many European and Asian countries.
The principal constituents of ginkgo
include flavonol glycosides (e.g.,
quercetin and kaempferol) and
terpenoids (e.g., ginkgolide and
bilobalide). Studies advise that ginkgo
decreases radical oxygen discharge
and pro-inflammatory functions of
antioxidant and anti-inflammatory,
reduces corticosteroid production
(anti-anxiety), and increases glucose
uptake and utilization and adenosine
triphosphate
(ATP)
production.
Ginkgo also improves blood flow
through increasing red blood cell
deformability and decreasing red
cell aggregation, inducing nitric
oxide production, treatment reduced
circulating free cholesterol, and brainamyloid originator protein production.
Curcuma longa (turmeric) is a
food spice and coloring agent used
in Chinese, Hindu, and Ayurvedic
medicine for centuries, it has been
applied in therapeutic preparations
to treat numerous conditions such
as pancreatitis, arthritis, cancer,
inflammatory and neurodegenerative
disorders.
Curcumin
and
curcuminoids are the vital bioactive
components of turmeric consisting of
structurally closely related chemical
curcumin components: Curcumin can
affect multiple pathological targets
associated with dementia via inhibiting
lipid peroxidation, scavenging reactive
oxygen species (ROS), and reactive
nitrogen species, inhibiting NF-kB
activation, and its anti-inflammatory
effects, lower prevalence of dementia
in some Asian populations has been
attributed to a curcumin-rich diet.
Ginseng is widely used to treat
dementia-like symptoms in many
Asian countries; Panax ginseng and
Panax notoginseng are two critical
members of the ginseng species
and have been used for centuries
in Hindu and Chinese medicine to
treat atherosclerosis, hypertension,
thrombosis, external injury, and
pain. Ginseng has shown therapeutic
benefits for learning and memory and
as supplements for the prevention or

potential treatment of Dementia. The
principal bioactive components of
ginseng are ginsenosides, which have
had antioxidant, anti-inflammatory,
and anti-apoptotic effects.
Bacopa monnieri (Brahmi) has
been traditionally used in Ayurveda
medicine to treat conditions, including
pain, asthma, fever, inflammation, and
memory decline. Various mechanisms
are involved in the neuroprotective
and memory-enhancing effects of
Brahmi, such as increasing antioxidant
activity, free radical scavenging,
binding and detoxification of metal
ions, and increasing cerebral blood
flow via vasodilation. The constituents
responsible for improving learning
and memory are attributed to steroidal
saponins and bacosides. Bacosides
enhance kinase activity and neuronal
synthesis, which is linked with the
restoration of synaptic activity,
improving nerve impulse transmission.
Crocus sativus, commonly known as
saffron, is used in Hindu and Chinese
medicine as an antidepressant,
and
antispasmodic.
Studies
demonstrate that saffron possesses
anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and
anti-apoptotic properties.
Crocin,
the principal constituent of saffron,
is a potent antioxidant, basically
responsible for saffron’s protective
effect on the central nervous system.
Saffron acts as an antidepressant and
antiplatelet agent, both of which may
offer additional benefits for people
with dementia.
Camellia sinensis, commonly known
as green tea, is widely consumed as a
health beverage. The chief bioactive
components of tea are polyphenols,
caffeine,
and
amino
acids.
Catechin polyphenol constituent,
epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG),
is a potent bioactive component of
green tea. ECCG has been shown to
exert neuroprotective / neuro-rescue
activities.
Multiple herbs have demonstrated
potential therapeutic benefits for
improving cognitive function in
dementia.
For an additional list of herbs
and supplements to help dementia
symptoms, you can contact me by e-mail
at mexicasupplement@gmail.com
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Sexual abuse:
Connecting the dots
Part 2 of 2

Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW

Last week, I introduced the painful
and often taboo topic of sexual abuse. I
explained how common it is to live with
the secret for years well into middle
or late adulthood as well as finding
the courage to break the silence and
tell someone. I shared some people’s
stories of not being believed and the
pain and agony of living with the
horrible memories. I explained many
ways such trauma manifests itself into
adolescence and adulthood including
alcohol and drug addiction, selfmutilation, eating disorders (anorexia,
bulimia, binge eating and overeating
and obesity), as well as depression,
which often goes undiagnosed and/or
untreated and suicidal attempts.
I explained that with depression, the
person may not know why they feel the
way they do because their memories
of the abuse are completely blocked
or very vague and disconnected
pieces. On the other hand, they may
remember every detail of the abuse
but they’ve never connected it to their
subsequent depression or any of the
other problems that manifested.
One woman spent her entire adult
life getting extremely drunk a few
times a year and she suffered with
depression until a few years ago
when she was finally put on antidepressants. For the first time in her
life, she admitted to someone, her
therapist, that she was sexually abused
by her older brother. She remembers
everything, but she never knew that
it had anything to do with her other
problems. It was like a light went
on… “you mean my choice of men,
my depression, and my drinking is all
related to that?! I thought I had put
that behind me!”
Another woman has attempted suicide
3 times starting at age 11, by her third
attempt at age 22, she was serious, and
was lucky to survive. She spent almost
2 months in the hospital and never

talked about the abuse nor did she think
it anything to do with her unhappiness
and wanting to end her life.
It can take a long time before treating
the underlying cause of the depression
becomes possible, because it depends
on the capacity to remember and fill in
the missing pieces.
Remembering/ Memories
Memories can come in bits and
pieces, and may be fragmented and
not in chronological order. You may
not know what age the abuse began
or when it stopped, you may only
remember the scent of the abuser
but not his face, or you remember
one abuser, i.e.: your brother, and
many years later remember that your
father or grandfather also abused
you. The memories or the details,
may be so suppressed that they come
back in adulthood related to certain
experiences that trigger an association
to something from their past. (The
Courage to Heal, Bass, Ellen & Davis,
Laura, Harper Perennial Publishers,
third edition (1994) Pg 79-83).
A partial memory: One man
remembers his older brother trying
to sodomize him when he was 13 and
described in detail how he stopped
him pinned him up against the wall
and almost choked him to death.
He denied any memory of any other
incidents. It is safe to assume this
had been going on for years and that
all he remembers was the last time;
the time he was able to stop it; the
time he was empowered enough to
stop the victimization. He had all of
the symptoms in his childhood and
as an adult. One childhood example
is that he recalled bedwetting for
years, up until he was 12 or 13 (not
a coincidence) and his parents asking
“why do you do that?” and him feeling
so angry and frustrated answering “I
don’t know, don’t you think if I knew,
I’d stop?!”

Memories can come back when she
(the victim) becomes sexually active
with her boyfriend or gets sober from
an addiction, or has something similar
happen recently which reminds her
of the abuse. It can also feel safe to
remember after one or both parents
die so that there is no more question
about whether to confront them or tell
them what happened (pg. 83-84).
A “flashback” is a memory that is
so vivid that you feel “as though the
original experience is happening all
over again”. Flashbacks may include
the feelings you felt at the time or
there may be “emotional detachment”
as if you are watching a movie of it
happening to someone else (Pg 79).
“Dissociation” is a defense
mechanism
in
response
to
overwhelming trauma, pain, terror, or
violence. It occurs “when our mind
cannot endure what we/our bodies are
being forced to endure, we separate
or dissociate ourselves from the
experience”. Some survivors describe
“leaving their bodies” or “watching it
happen to me from above my body”.
Because they dissociated during
the abuse, they may remember the
experience in fragmented bits; sounds,
smells, or a visual image and may not
realize they were abused (pg.81).
Media coverage of a sex offender
can trigger memories and make you
realize you too were a victim (pg 84).
One man remembers vividly the day a
pediatrician was arrested for sexually
abusing many young boys. Although
he was in his 20’s at the time, it made
him wonder if he had also been abused
because that was his pediatrician too.
Although, he knows he received

legitimate medical procedures which
were very traumatic and terrifying,
he is unsure if he was abused. His
memories are somewhat sporadic and
fuzzy. He may never know for sure,
but either way the experiences were
traumatic and he is very emotionally
scarred from them.
NOTE: The case examples I used
in both of these articles were being
told by adults currently 40 years or
older, so their childhood years range
from the late 1940’s to the mid 1970’s.
Society’s attitude and understanding
of abuse was so limited back then,
which greatly impeded the likelihood
of talking about it, reporting it, or
being believed. There was little to
no education in the schools for the
children or the teachers. Survivors
always say, “that wouldn’t happen
now”, realizing the impact of the time
period in which they grew up.
Thank goodness that today, so many
survivors have come forth and told
their stories and created an incredible
and horrifying awareness of the
problem. Now there is media coverage
and professionals like doctors and
nurses, teachers and school counselors,
who have been trained to be aware
of behavioral symptoms and are
obligated to report anything suspicious.
Investigations are conducted and
children are rescued and protected.
Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is
available for appointments in person,
by phone, or by skype webcam.
Contact info: ggbelangerpv@gmail.com
Mex cell: 044 (322) 138-9552
or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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Krystal Frost

(See location number on Central Map)

Spring will soon be in the air,
and with it will come allergies,
red, burning eyes, stuffy nose and
sneezing. I happen to have a bit
of it myself this year as our mango
trees are in full bloom outside the
bedroom windows. Sometimes we
just have a spell, but I have a little
patient that suffers from asthma...
we tried a number of non invasive
treatments for the 6-year old... and
discovered all she really needed was
some dirt… Read on, Dear Reader!
Increases in immune system
disasters have greatly increased
in recent years. Asthma cases,
hay fever, eczema, food allergies,
lupus, multiple sclerosis and
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other afflictions are all on the rise.
Asthma, hay fever, eczema and
food allergies are all “allergic
diseases” caused by your immune
system responding to substances
that are ordinarily harmless, such
as pollen or peanuts. Autoimmune
diseases, which include lupus, MS,
Type 1 diabetes and inflammatory
bowel disease, also result from
your body’s defense mechanisms
malfunctioning,
causing
your
immune system to attack parts
of your body such as your
nerves, pancreas or digestive tract.
Experts estimate that many allergies
and immune system diseases have
doubled, tripled or even quadrupled

- were the most likely to develop
eczema and wheezing.
* Kids who grow up in extremely
clean homes are more likely to
develop asthma and hay fever
than kids who grow up on farms
or in houses with a little bit of dirt,
according to a 2002 study in The
New England Journal of Medicine.
* Children who are raised with
pets, or who have older siblings,
are less likely to develop allergies,
possibly because they are exposed
to more bacteria.
What
can
you
do?
Well, if you’re an adult who
already has allergies, learn how
to get control of your allergies by
experimenting with your diet and
check the environmental pollutants
in your home, get yourself some
eye drops for that spell we have
with the mangos in bloom... If you
are a parent, please realize that the
future of your kids’ immune system
is in your hands.
* Let your child be a child. Allow
your kids to play outside and get dirty.
* keep antibacterial soaps in the
Dr. office, simple soap and water is
all you need at home
* Serving locally grown or
organic meats that do not contain
antibiotics that can stir up reactions
* Keep bathing to one time a day
before bedtime.

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments Cell: 322 116-9645
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com

(See location number on Central Map)

Allergies and your
immune system

in the last few decades. Some studies
indicate that more than half of the U.S.
population has at least one allergy.
Many researchers suspect the
increase has an explanation rooted
in aspects of modern living including the “hygiene hypothesis”,
which blames growing up in
increasingly sterile homes. Others
have pointed to changes in diet,
air pollution, and even the rise in
obesity and sedentary lifestyles.
One reason that many researchers
suspect something about modern
living is to blame is that the increases
show up largely in highly developed
countries in Europe and North
America. The illnesses have only
started to rise in other countries as
they have become more developed.
Source: Washington Post March
4, 2008
Numerous studies have provided
some compelling evidence that
your body actually benefits from
regular exposure to dirt. So when a
child is exposed to a bit of bacteria,
their immune system does what it’s
supposed to: develop a tolerance to
it. Here’s a summary of what has
been found so far:
* Kids who are overly hygienic are
at an increased risk of developing
wheezing - a symptom of asthma and eczema. A study in the Archives
of Disease in Childhood found that
children with the highest degree of
personal hygiene - those who washed
their faces and hands more than five
times per day, cleaned before meals,
and bathed more than two times each
day (I don’t know any kids like that)

8
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Mirror, mirror, on the wall
Jaqui Karr

I’ve been involved with nutrition, health, and fitness in some capacity
or another for a few decades now and you know what I’ve come to learn
about “health care”? THE most important thing about health care…
Are you paying close attention? It’s just one word so you don’t
want to miss it… here it is, the key to wellness and finding all the right
solutions… The one magical word is: “care”.
Whoever you are going to for help needs to care. They need to care
about what they’re doing. They need to care about how they’re doing it.
They need to care about YOU.
In my travels over the years I’ve had some mishaps (including
this trip to PV). Exotic bites, infections, parasites, you name it - even a
rare larvae (that teaches me to wander into exotic swamps). It happens
when you’re adventuresome. But it can happen even when you’re not
adventuresome and eating at a 5-star restaurant (which is what made me
find Bio-Spa in the first place!) Damn gluten. But I won’t digress. You
can backtrack to my very first article on the Bio-Spa blog and see what
I’m talking about.
So I’ve had to have emergency admissions, injections, patch ups,
jungle bush men doing potions, ambulance rides more exciting than
bank robbers fleeing the scene…
Several times I’ve had to ask myself if the nurse’s rough injection
was worse than the stingray’s bite. A particular one certainly left worse
bruises! That secret beach in DR was cool, the emergency nurse and
doctor were not! We never figured out what that fish was that bit me. I
digress again.
So when I got to Mexico (already in trouble from a gluten contamination
just one day before my trip) and found Bio-Spa, I was hoping to not fall
into rough hands. I had done my research and called every place I
could ahead of time and chose Bio-Spa because they were the only ones
who answered my questions and gave me the confidence that they knew
what they were doing. That was all I could hope for but I got a whole
lot more…

(See location number on Central Map)

…besides making lifetime friends, I got such kind beautiful care
with every visit (and there were many!)
   Ana, the very first person I spoke to who immediately sensed my
urgency and made me feel better before even flying in (Ana, you rock,
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from first email to last appointment.) The lady has the precision of a
Swiss clock.
 Coral, the nurse who did initial treatments (What a sweetheart!
Made sure I felt ok when she saw me walk in hurting.)
 Laura, I healed, but then wanted some luxury treatment (Laura,
where did you learn massage therapy like that?)
 Dina, ultra-kind (feels your pain with you - incredible rare nurse we
all thought didn’t exist anymore.)
 Eric, ocean sized heart (this is a tireless nurse who held a baby 4
straight hours in an ambulance from PV to Guadalajara and wouldn’t put
it down 1 second - enough said)
This is a handpicked dream team and I’d put my life in any of their
hands. Picked by whom? Glad you asked…
…Zoli, my goodness, pure muscle. Yes, nice arms LOL… but I
mean pure muscle in how strong he is with care and how fast he jumps to
action when you’re in trouble. I would have lost weeks in down time if
it hadn’t been for those Meyer’s Cocktails boosting me back up quickly.
Alicia… there are no words… espíritu de una diosa… she makes me
not want to leave Mexico (or at least try to sneak her in into my suitcase
and take her with me).
What a team! I thought I was traveling to Mexico alone for several
months to get a mountain of writing done. It ended up I wasn’t alone
at all and had a family my entire time. A helpful, welcoming, amazing
family.
My time in Mexico flourished because of how well this crew took
care of me and while I went in for everything from detox to massage to
facial, I also watched them flourish with some beautiful additions to their
services. If you haven’t been to it yet, “Bio Bliss Bar” will energize you
with power smoothies and nourishing fabulous fresh juices. They can
compete with the best of them north of the border, any border. Ask for
the house signature drink - it’ll be an exotic pleasure.
When you travel as much as I do, you tend to say “goodbye” a
lot. Not this time. This time, it’s Hasta Luego. I’ll definitely see you
later Bio-Spa. Thank you for putting The Spirit of Love in everything
you do.

Holistic Bio Spa is located in Plaza Marina, Local B-10.
Open Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Saturdays:
9 a.m. to 2 p.m., Tel.: 221-1607

www.HolisticBioSpa.com

Email: Info@Holistic-Bio-Spa.com
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Viewpoint
Harriet Murray

Basics to understand before you purchase real estate
outside of the USA or Canada
1.- Understand the scope of work of the
notary. The concept of the “notario publico”
needs to be explained to the foreigner buyer
or seller. The Mexican notario is an experienced, specialized attorney who decides
if the seller has the authority and ability to
transfer his property. The notary is required
to file the fidecomiso or deed with the public
registry, and he is a neutral party to the transaction.
He should, however, inform a buyer or seller if there are material issues which may
cause harm to one of them. Note: The notario does not have the responsibility to hold or
disburse purchase funds. The notario is not your advocate as a buyer or
a seller. You need your own attorney advocate in addition to your agent.
2.- A notary coordinator is a good thing. An outside professional, who
is authorized and paid by the notary, can coordinate the closing. The
actual closing will be with one specific notary for a specific buyer and
seller. In my experience, there is a conflict of interest if the buyer’s or
seller’s attorney acts as the transaction coordinator. I have found one of
the two principal parties can be put at a disadvantage. The transaction
coordinator normally speaks English and helps make the transaction
more understandable to foreign buyers and sellers. Since they are paid
by the notary, you do not need to pay them. They should work with your
attorney and agent to make the sale go smoothly at the closing.
3.- Use a bilingual Mexican real estate attorney.
No, all agents are not educated or experienced enough to take the place
of an attorney for you. A client needs to be told what is happening here

and how it is different from what he is expecting. A good attorney can
help explain the important legal differences to you. Many transactions
have closed because a good attorney solved the legal problems of the
sale. A good attorney charges a fair fee for his/her expertise and skill.
4.- Understand the use of escrow for purchase funds. Escrow is not
common in Mexico and there are few laws on how to operate under escrow. Title companies with offices in Mexico or the United States can
be authorized to hold purchase escrow funds. Most foreigners want the
use of escrow.
5.- Be aware pre-construction commonly
has the buyer pay funds directly to the developer, who most often uses these funds for
construction. You should require your agent
and attorney to negotiate the builder contract
to give you the best terms and conditions
possible. You need to evaluate your amount
of risk with pre-construction and with a particular builder.
6.- Know how expenses and funds are
handled at closing. Buyers assume that all
prorations of utilities and expenses of the
property will be paid at closing. This may
not be the case. The escrow company only holds the purchase funds and
disburses them at closing.
The notary is not required to make sure any bills are paid except the
property tax, water, and the condo fee. The real estate agents need to
make sure the utility bills, bank trust and services are paid. The bank
trustee will not approve the transfer of the property until the bank trust
fees are current. The agents (or client’s attorney) write the escrow instructions to wire funds to the different parties receiving payments. Net
proceeds go to the seller.
This article is based upon legal opinions, current practices and my
personal experiences in the Puerto Vallarta-Bahia de Banderas areas.
I recommend that each potential buyer or seller conduct his own due
diligence and review.
Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at
harriet@casasandvillas.com | www.casasandvillas.com
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Trick or Diabetes
Gil Gevins

October 31, 2013. High noon.
Time for an argument. My wife and
I sat at opposite ends of the kitchen
table, decomposing in the oppressive
heat, dripping bodily fluids like a pair
of rotisserie chickens, despite the best
efforts of our frenetic ceiling fan.
Our limp dispute centered around,
of all things, Halloween, or, as they
call it here in Mexico, Alloeen. In
Vallarta, Halloween has been growing
more and more popular for a number
of years, and is now threatening to
overshadow, if not displace altogether,
my favorite Mexican holiday, the Day
of the Dead.
“This is an assault on Mexican
culture, plain and simple,” I told my
wife. “Instead of learning to venerate
their ancestors, these children are being
programmed to worship corn syrup.”
“Come on,” Lucy said, “it’s just a
bunch of kids dressing up and getting
free candy. What’s wrong with that?”
“The concept of free candy might
sound innocent, but in reality it’s just
the tip of the socialist iceberg. The
next thing you know, they’re going to
want Medicare and Social Security.
Then we’ll have a whole country
of
Guayabera-wearing
welfare
wannabes.”
“Honey,” Lucy said, shaking her
head, “you sound just like one of those
rightwing nut-jobs on the radio.”
“I do? That’s not good. Maybe I
should just speak Spanish from now
on. I couldn’t say ‘welfare wannabe’
in Spanish if my life depended on
it.”
“All right,” my wife said reasonably,
“if we don’t give it to the trick-or
treaters, then what do we do with the
ten pounds of lollipops I just bought?”
“What?
You
bought
ten
pounds of lollipops? Without my
authorization?”
“You’re always encouraging me to
make executive decisions,’” she said.

“Yes, but those are mere business
decisions, not choices which can
affect the cultural integrity of an
entire nation.”
“Give me a break,” Lucy groaned.
“This time,” I said grimly, “I’m
putting my foot down. We are not
handing out candy. Period. End of
story.”
That evening we took a table at our
favorite beachfront restaurant, The
Happy Jellyfish, put our ten pound
sack of sugary crap on a spare chair,
ordered a couple of margaritas and
waited for the onslaught. Which
was not long in coming. Before you
could say, Bela Lugarcia, we were
surrounded by a pack of pint-sized
vampires holding up plastic pumpkins
and chirping, “Alloeen! Alloeen!”
“No,” I told them in Spanish, “you
don’t say ‘Alloeen’ - that’s the name
of the holiday. You say, ‘trick or
treat’.”
“Alloeen! Alloeen!” they cried
shaking their plastic pumpkins at my
nose.
“Another thing,” I told them,
“you’re all wearing exactly the same
costume. What’s up with that?”
“Just give them the friggin candy,
already!” my wife moaned.
“Okay, okay. Here you go, kids...no,
no, not two of them at once! And not
stick first! Lucy, call the tracheotomy
team!”
Moments later we were surrounded
by a coven of mini-witches. They,
too, were all wearing identical
costumes. “Forget Apple™,” I told
my wife, “we’re buying shares in
Woolworth’s.”
“Alloeen! Alloeen!”
“They’re so cute!” Lucy gushed.
“Okay,” I said, dropping a series
of brightly colored lollipops into
the witches’ little plastic pumpkins,
“here’s some Red Food Dye Number
13 for you, sweetheart. And a little

Yellow Food Dye Number 57 - fatal
to rats, but supposedly fit for human
consumption—for you, dear. And
here’s a nice green diabetes-pop for
you…”
For the next hour we sat there
under siege, as wave after wave of
vampires, ogres, witches, pirates,
ghosts, Frankensteins, etc., washed
over our table, taking with them about
four pounds of refined sugar.
“Look at this garbage,” I said,
holding up a handful of the crap we’d
been giving out. “Isn’t Mexico already
running neck-and-neck with the USA
for first place in childhood obesity?”
Just then, two more kids,
accompanied by their parents walked
up. The kids were indeed terrifically
cute, but the father, I was horrified
to see, was holding his own plastic
pumpkin. After doling out handfuls
of hypertension-inducing toxic junk
to his children, I said to the father,
“Aren’t you a little long in the tooth
to be trick-or-treating?”
“Alloeen,” he replied sleepily.
“No, dude, this is a kid’s holiday.
Forget it.”
When they were gone, I said,
“Honey, this is the death of Mexican
culture.”
“It is not. It’s just kids having fun.
Didn’t you go trick-or-treating when
you were a kid?”
“Of course. In fact, I excelled at trickor-treating. Most years I came home
with two full shopping bags. But they
had good stuff in my neighborhood.
Some people actually gave out Hershey
Bars and Almond Joys. I kept a spare
mask for those people, so I could go
back and double-dip.”

“You mean, you cheated?”
“It wasn’t cheating; more like
quality control.”
About two hundred vampires and
witches later, a couple of clients
from our shop came by and asked
why we weren’t in costume. “I am in
costume,” I said. “Can’t you tell?”
“Not really,” the woman said.
“What are you supposed to be?”
“A meddlesome gringo eroding the
very foundations of Mexican society.”
In response to the blank stares on
their faces, Lucy said, “He’s having a
bad day. It’s the heat.”
Driving home, I noticed that we still
had half a pound of crap in the bag,
enough to support a colony of ants for
a year. “Pull over, honey.”
Lucy stopped the car in front of
the Woolworth’s bus stop, where
scores of families were waiting for
their various buses, an unusual sight
at that hour. Every family had at least
one vampire and one witch in tow. I
leaned out the window and yelled:
“Alloeen!”
The candy vanished, as if by magic.
“Wasn’t that fun?” Lucy asked.
In fact, it had been a lot of fun.
But still, I wondered if encouraging
children to take candy from strangers
in cars which pull up suddenly to the
curb at night was such a good idea.

Gil Gevins
Vallarta’s satire-laureate, is the author of
five hilarious books (soon to be six). Signed
copies of all Gil’s books are available at
his wife’s wonderful shop, LUCY’S CUCU
CABAÑA, located at 295 Basilio Badillo. Or,
as E-Books on Amazon.
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Ongoing Events & More...
Historical Naval Museum
(right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) $45. Pesos.
Voladores de Papantla perform @ 6 p.m.
on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.
Mondays to Saturdays - 9 & 11 a.m. + 1 & 3 p.m. - El Salado
Estuary Mangroves Tours, bilingual guides.
Reserve at 226-2878 or 044 (322) 175-7539.
Mondays - 11 a.m. - Mahjongg - at Andale’s - 221-5730
Mon. & Wed. - Volunteer at Pasitos de Luz, a non-profit org. caring for
low income children w/disabilities. Rides provided. Call Chris: 322 137 1890.
Tuesdays - 9:30 a.m. - Free Malecon Sculpture Tours meet at the Millennium sculpture next to Hotel Rosita
Tuesdays & Thursdays - 9:30 a.m. - Humanitarian Tour of
Corazón de Niña, including brunch. Reserve: 224-9209
Tuesdays & Wednesdays - 10:30 a.m. - IFC Home Tours
leave Sea Monkey restaurant - www.ifctoursforvallarta.com
Wednesdays - 4 p.m. BINGO! - at Nacho Daddy’s
Wednesdays - 8 p.m. - Practilonga! - at J&B Dancing
Club, Fco. I. Madero 178. Free!
Thursdays - 9:50 a.m. - Cultural Tour of PV Artisans meet at Guadalupe Church - 370 Hidalgo (main square) $300. Pesos
Fridays - Shabbat Services & dinner.
Info & Reservations: Rabbi@chabadvallarta.com
Fridays, Saturdays & Sundays - 9 a.m. to closing - PETCO
Cats & Dogs Adoption Center - next to La Comer

Thursdays - 6 to 19 p.m. - Marina Market in the Marina
Fridays - 9:30 am - 1:30 pm - Marsol Market - by the pier
Saturdays - 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. - 3 Hens & a Rooster
Market at the Lions’ Club - 280 Fco. Madero
Saturdays - 9 am - 2 pm - Olas Altas Farmers’ Market
at Lazaro Cardenas Park

Saturdays
10:30 a.m.-12 noon - Writers’ Group - at the Lions’ Club,
280 Fco. Madero, upstairs from Three Hens & a Rooster
11 a.m.-2 p.m. - AngeliCat & Acopio Pet Adoptions at Plaza Caracol
5 p.m. - English Catholic Mass at Our Lady of Guadalupe
12 noon to 1 p.m. - Center for Spiritual Living at Las Tres Huastaces 444 Olas Altas.
Info: rev.corinascherer@gmail.com
Sundays - 6 to 7 p.m. - Municipal Band,
7 to 8 p.m. - Danzon Music - Dancing in the main square
SPCA - To find your perfect companion animal rescued by the
SPCA, please contact spcapv@gmail.com

PLEASE leaf through this issue for the many events that
do not appear here ...and JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!
N.B.: All events are subject to change without notice.

For a comprehensive list of most -if not all- charity groups and
non-profit organizations in and around PV, you may want to check out:
ww.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/non-profit.php
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Sunday English Church Services
9 a.m. - English Services, also Bilingual Services on Sundays at 10:45 a.m. at Calvary Chapel (non-denominational) by Hotel Las Palmas.
9:30 a.m. - English Worship Service - First Baptist Church, next to Park Hidalgo.
9:30 a.m. - Grace Vineyard Church - at Westin Resort & Spa in the PV
Marina, 9:30 - English, 10 - Español.
10 a.m. - Bilingual Catholic Mass at Our Lady of Guadalupe
10 a.m. - Christ Church by the Sea, English Services & Communion in the
Anglican-Episcopalian Tradition, Plaza Genovesa.
10 a.m. - Traditional Christian communion service - at the Anglican Church PV
10 a.m. - Amazing Grace Christian Church - Non-Denominational at Ciao Restaurant, Paseo Cocoteros 35, Nueva Vallarta.
10:30 a.m. - Non-Denominational Contemporary Christian Worship
Paradise Church at Act 2.
11 a.m. - Bilingual Catholic Mass at the Church of Santa Cruz (Lázaro Cárdenas)
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Disaster donations and the internet…
I’ve had a couple of clients
asking about donating to help the
Australian wildfire disaster, and
associated emails they received on
the disaster… so I thought it a good
time to go over a few basics, to
make sure your donations actually
make it to the victims of hurricanes,
earthquakes, fire or just manmade
tragedy.
Every time there is a news item
of tragedy, internet scammers gear
up to take advantage of people’s
good intentions and open wallets,
by creating scam websites to pocket
your well-meaning donations. So
how do you navigate the real from
the fake donation portals? Firstly,
NEVER try to donate money from
an email link sent to you.
The easiest way to make sure your
money goes to legitimate groups
helping victims of disasters is to
donate to large, well established
sources and by going to their websites
(not via an email link). Two main
general groups that come to mind
are the Red Cross www.redcross.
org/donate and the Salvation Army
at www.salvationarmy.org and
click on “donate”.
For specific Australian donations,
two well vetted online donation sites

are: www.redcross.org.au and for
the furry friends down under, www.
rspcansw.org.au and click “donate
now” at the top of the page to donate
to bushfire community specific
shelters.
Now many people say that
it’s wiser to donate to grassroots
organizations, so that more of your
money makes it to actual victims
and not go for overhead, etc. But
unless you know first-hand a certain
grassroots donation point, you’re
taking the risk of your money going
totally somewhere else or into
someone else’s pocket.
Also be wary of Twitter links
or Facebook links to donate your
money as well. Often these links
lead to hastily set up 3rd party
accounts on funding sites - 9 times
out of 10 these are just scams as
well.
Now for general donations for the
4-legged family members affected
by natural disasters, I recommend
the SPCA www.spca.org and
click on donate - often they have a
specialized link on their web page to
donate directly to a specific natural
disaster area.
The SPCA helps with relocation
of abandoned pets during natural

disaster and they also send millions
of pounds of pet food & supplies
to affected areas. The SPCA also
shelters pets, for evacuated families
that can’t take their pets to dry
locations with them (i.e. hotels or
some government shelters), once the
family has been rescued.
With these three main donation
sites, you should be able to help
those in need, while making sure
your hard earned money actually
goes to them and not to some
phishing scammers. To refresh you
on the term “phishing”, it’s when
hackers try to steal your money,
account logins or passwords, by
sending out a mass email.
They hope by throwing out a
“wide net” and targeting say 100,000
email addresses, they can get several
hundred users to “bite” and click on
the link. Even if only a few hundred
bites come out of the thousands of
addresses targeted, this will make
the phishing expedition a success
for scammers.
Legitimate email promotions
come into your inbox throughout the
year now, but so do phishing scams,
especially during natural disasters.
Banks and online retailers will
NEVER email you a link to “update”
your account info or change your
password. These types of emails
are almost always phishing scams,
trying to capture your user name and
password for some online account.

The phishing emails use subjects
of popular services and online
websites… such as FedEx, DHL,
banks, Amazon, Netflix and many
others, in hopes of catching someone
who has an account with that website
and is curious enough to “click”.
The phishing emails have a link
in them to take you to a web page
that can look just like the real bank,
online store or a donations website.
Phishing sites often are complete
with the logo and sometimes the
whole web page is copied directly
from the real site, to convince you to
log in and “update” your data. If in
doubt about an email you received
like this, DO NOT click on a link
in the email-best to call the store
or bank. Or just go to their website
directly from your saved favorites /
bookmarks or manually type in the
website address.
So while we all like the feel good
moment of donating some of your
hard earned money to others in need
(two-legged or 4-legged), its worth
a few extra minutes of your time
to make sure where you’re sending
your money, actually makes to those
in need.
That’s all my time for now. If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so at
www.RonnieBravo.com and click
on “articles”. See you again next
week... until then, remember: only
safe Internet!

Ronnie Bravo
Ron can be found at CANMEX Computers. www.RonnieBravo.com
Sales, Repairs, Data Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware
upgrades, Graphic Design, House-calls available.
Cellular 322-157-0688 or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com
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Strange currents, late season
warm water keeps Dorado,
Sailfish & Stripers in the area!
Stan Gabruk
(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

We were hit with the normal
end of December chill current that
basically for a week kills the fishing
for about ten days. Now we’re seeing
the expected after-chill warming.
The strange thing about this is the
warming is very warm and several
summer species that would or should
be moving out, aren’t. For that reason
we still have Dorado in the bay,
Stripers at Corbeteña and Sailfish off
Punta Mita. Nothing is automatic,
many days are hit or miss. But to
have warm water species at this time
of the year is a blessing for the visiting
angler in PV. For now we won’t
complain, but we always reserve the
right! To complain that is.
Corbeteña is turning into a fickle

have to be patient… North of El Banco
there have been some rumors of Black
Marlin in the 200-lb range. Yellowfin
can also be in the area, but they’ll be
feeding on these small crabs as well.

Inside the bay, it’s a wonderland of
sorts. Dorado of good size, 20 lbs.,
Sailfish possible especially around
the Los Arcos and in front of La Cruz
Marina areas. Off Nuevo Vallarta
there are plenty of Jack Crevalle to
45 lbs., Snook are close by as well at
20 lbs., Sierra Mackerel 8 to 10 lbs.
but still thin in numbers. Interestingly
enough, the buoy at the bay opening
was alive with Sierra Mackerel at
10 lbs. today! Plate-sized Snapper
are around any structure. Anything
right now is possible in the bay and
it’s great for family fishing. You may
even see a whale out there!
Water temperatures are the real story
this week. Fluctuating, swirling and
confusing currents have the fishing
best closer to shore or in the deep
water locations. With some reports of
over 80 degrees, others at 74 degrees,
find the warm water, catch fish. But
that’s not the whole story, close in the
currents are strong near the shoreline.
Cross these currents and you’ll find
fish. Blue water is mostly the case
out there right now, but the currents
with blue and green water are full of

bait, so fish will be in the area. The
bite is still in the 08:00 to 09:30 range.
It seems the Jack Crevalle are on a
different bite schedule so be advised,
they can hit at any time! With so
many varied and confusing baits out
there I’d suggest just about anything
and everything. For lures I’d be using
the Petroleros and Guacamayos, then
dead bait. Good luck, amigos!
We’re now renting Surf fishing
poles with a lure packet, affordable
and at popular request! Shared boats,
Super pangas, you can have all the fun
for half the cost. Tours, we do that
too! And of course we can fix you up
and you’ll know you’re dealing with
PV’s Premier fishing company!
Until next week, don’t forget to kiss
your fish!
Stan Gabruk
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.com.mx
Local Phone at: (044) 322 779 7571
or our international number is: 011
52 322 209 1128 10 to 9 local time.
#MasterBaitersSportfishing on Instagram
http://www.facebook.com/pages/MasterBaiters-Sportfishing-Tackle/88817121325
The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing
and Tackle is protected under trade mark law
and is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.

(cuss-word)! Water temperatures have
ranged from mid-70’s to 81 degrees.
Most of the time it’s about 78 degrees,
this is why we’re still seeing Striped
Marlin at 150 lbs., possible freak Blue
Marlin to 250 lbs., Sailfish, Dorado
eight miles north of the rock. And 60lb Yellowfin Tuna that are eating these
small crabs, not Red Tuna Crabs but
different. Every fish is full of these so
this is your weekly challenge, how to
get these “crab eaters” to pay attention
to your bait! Ten-hour trips are
producing, but they’re work and you

The Punta Mita area is 3 to 5 miles
off the beach in Punta Mita, Sailfish
are running. Dorado are possible with
any trash or floating debris, Rooster
fish are still on the sandy beaches
at the surf line. Jack Crevalle at 35
lbs. are moving into this area as well.
Fishing in this area is pretty spread
out, no real concentrations anywhere
at this time. Be prepared to move
some water, but if you’re heading out
to deep water, stay closer in as this is
where the action will be if you hit the
bite right!
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Planting Roots
In México

Tommy Clarkson

Morning Glory
(Hybrids)
Family: Convolvulaceae
(If ever there was a broad stroke,
shotgun approach, rather than
“rifling” in on one specific plant,
the following is it. However,
I thought folks might appreciate
a brief discussion on the diversity
of species that fall under the name
of “Morning Glory.”)
In simple, easy to understand
and, generally accepted terms, we
all would probably agree with the
Farmer’s Almanac which states,
“Morning Glories are annual climbers
with slender stems, heart-shaped
leaves, and trumpet-shaped flowers
of pink, purple-blue, magenta, or
white. They have beautifully-shaped
blooms that unfurl in the sun and
romantic tendrils that lend oldfashioned charm.”
In all actuality there’s a bit more.
Within the Convolvulaceae plant
family there are over 1,000 species
of flowering plants that are called
Morning Glory! And, while many
folks may not think of them as such,
all are native to tropical America and
Asia in subtropical and – yes, as well
as - temperate regions. The totality
of them are included in, perhaps,
more than fifty different genera,
including: Argyreia, Astripomoea,
Calystegia,
Convolvulus,
Lepistemon, Merremia, Operculina,
Rivea, Stictocardia and, if I recall
correctly, the garden variety with
which I grew up in Kansas, Ipomoea.
(Virtually all species blossom… you
guess the time of day!)
Species of this latter genus - one
of the best hummingbird flowers

we can easily grow - are native to
Japan and here in Mexico. In North
America they are generally grown as
an annual, but, in warmer regions,
can be raised as perennials. While
discussing species of this genus, the
seeds of several varieties of Ipomoea
violacea contain Lysergic Acid
Amide (LSA), a naturally occurring
tryptamine called which is closely
related to LSD!
(The bizarre,
obscure and arcane Nuggets of
Knowledge one can pick up in “The
Civilized Jungle,” are all but mindboggling!) But, seriously, beyond
the
potentially
hallucinogenic
properties observed in the preceding
and while eating Morning Glory
flowers is not dangerous, I would
encourage that we consider all
Morning Glory seeds poisonous
and, accordingly, keep them out of
reach of children and pets.
As might be suspected, while each
has slightly different leaf, floral and
fruit characteristics, they all sport the
delightfully attractive, recognizably
shaped,
somewhat
“funneled”
blossoms, coming in the solid or
mixed colors in those cited earlier as
well as red and yellow, in addition to
pure blue and, purple. These flowers
often show marks where the corolla
is neatly folded or rolled up in the
bud. With these flowers growing to
as much as eight inches (20.32 cm)
across - though most are around four
inches (10.16 cm) - they all prefer a
full sun throughout the day.
Proper growing placement? While
there are Morning Glory species that
are shrubs, trees, and lianas, most of
us are familiar with - and grow - the
vining sorts with alternate, simple or
compound leaves. Outside, in the
garden, plant them close to where
they can climb – perhaps at the
base of a pergola or arch. In a pot,
planter or container, I encourage a

Ever have one of those mornings when
you just can’t decide what “look”
you’d like for the day?

Temperate, sub-tropical and
tropical climes all sport species
of Morning Glories

not nephew) unlike ivy, they will
not attach themselves to a wall.
However, as fast growers – some
exceeding fifteen feet (4.57 meters)
per season - some gardeners employ
them as groundcover. Not at all
particular, they will grow just about
anywhere.
Most species of Morning Glory
bloom better in soil that is not too
rich in organic matter, though I’d
encourage application of a balanced
liquid fertilizer after planting. But,
do not over-fertilize as the plant may
grow more foliage than flowers.
Considering pests that might harm
your plants, look for aphids, leaf
miners, spider mites, caterpillars
and leaf cutters. Disease and fungus
problems can stem from rust, fungal
leaf spots and fusarium wilt.
A word (actually, several) of
warning. Some mistake our subject
Morning Glory plants with Field
Bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis),
its wild country cousin, an aggressive,
invasive weed native to Europe and
Asia. This undesirable weed - also
called “Perennial Morning Glory”
or “Creeping Jenny” - grows in a
similar fashion to that of the annual
Morning Glory, but sends out very
deep roots, which make it extremely
difficult to eradicate. It tangles up
farmer’s field equipment and these
roots allow it to overwinter where
our more classy and cultivated
species cannot.

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_Brisa_
Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

Tommy Clarkson

These flowers come in a variety of
beautiful solid or combined colors.

trellis, near a fence or by a railing
where – like that lazy nephew who
flunked out of college - they want
our support! Needing something
around which their delicate little
tendrils can twine (Morning Glory,

In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens,
Tommy and Patty’s verdant, multiterraced tropical paradise nestled on a
hill overlooking the magnificent vista
of Santiago Bay. Leisurely meander its
curved, paved path, experiencing, first
hand, a delicious array of palms, plants
and flowers from all over the world.
Or e-mail questions to him at olabrisa@
gmail.com For back issues of “Roots”,
gardening tips, tropical plant book or to
schedule a tropical garden lunch, please
visit www.olabrisagardens.com

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl
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Solution on Page 52

S U DO KU !

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row,
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution on Page 52

